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PREP' ACE 
In this paper an attempt is made to give a thorough 
presentation of the trumpet arias of Johann Sebastian Bach 
and George Frederick Handel. The term "trumpet aria" as 
it is used in this paper refers to those arias which 
utilize trumpet as part of the accompanying body of instruments 
to the one, two, three, or four solo voices involved. 
In order to get a clearer picture of the works of 
Bach and Handel it was also necessar,y to examine as back-
ground the works of some of their predecessors and contem-
poraries. The complete works of Jean Baptiste Lully, 
Michael Praetorius, and Heinrich Schutz were studied. A 
sampling of the works of Buxtehude, Zachau, Telemann, 
Reinhard Keiser, Johann Phillip Krieger and Johann Joseph 
Fuchs were also considered. In the works of Lully and 
Praetorius the trumpet was used for choruses but never in 
arias. The trumpet arias found in the works of the remaining 
composers will be discussed 1n a later chapter. 
Some of the points to be discussed are: (1) the 
relationship between the use of the trumpet and the key of 
the aria, (2) the association of particular aria texts with 
trumpet, (3) the instrumentation of trumpet arias, (4) where 
these arias are found, (5) what voices are used frequently 
with trumpet, (6) some of the typical melodic figures used by 
iii 
each composer, and (7) a comparison of the use of the 
trumpet by the two major composers. 
Another point which will be discussed briefly is 
the relationship of trumpet arias to horn arias. Since 
the two instruments had similar melodic and harmonic 
limitations, it is interesting to try to discover why 
the composer chose the horn instead of the trumpet, or 
vice versa. 
An interesting aspect of these horn and trumpet 
arias is the unique instruments which were used. 
iv 
CHAPTER I 
THE TRUMPET, ITS LIMITATIONS AND CAPABILITIES 
The trumpet which Bach and Handel had for their 
use was an instrument which looked much like the present 
day trumpet but was without valves, and tvnce its length • 
. For example, the eighteenth century D trumpet was approxi• 
mately seven feet long, whereas our twentieth century D 
trumpe~ is three-and-one-half feet long. This allowed the 
trumpeter to play a diatonic scale in the functional range 
of the ~nstrument. 
In range the natural trumpet was limited to the 
' 
natural overtone series. An instrument with a fundamental 
of C thus could play these notes: 
-~-
Ex. I 
However, upon. looking at the trumpet parts of the 
eighteenth century, it is observed that the players and 
composers of the time did not limit themselves to just 
these notes. Light is shed on this subject by studying 
some of the treatises of the period. J hann Ernst Altenburg 
1 
2 
both recognizes the possibility of playing notes outside 
the series and states the limitations of doing so: 
I am aware that the trumpeters who play principal 
parts and the low notes in fanfares are in the 
habit of playing forcefully and overblowing in an 
attempt to supply several of the missing notes • • • 
as far as thesetones which lie between the natural 
pitches are concerned, I believe that perhaps it is 
possible for many players with skilled embouchures 
to produce them. But with what difficulty! There 
is indeed no one who can sustain such an artificial 
note for a length of several measures. To be sure 
such notes can be played as passing notes or other 
short notes, but they are, nevertheless not natural 
occurences but ratfer pitches forced into being by 
a skillful player. 
Lester Remsen, University of Southern California, 
mu, 1960. experimented w1 th the natural trumpets in the 
museum at Claremont College and played a recital of chamber 
music making use of them. 
Further evidence of the ability to play notes not 
appearing in the natural overtone series was found with 
the discovery of an eighteenth century natural trumpet in 
an antique shop in Greenwich Village, New York. The 
discovery was made in 1961 by Maurice Peress, a well known 
New York trumpeter at the present time. After finding the 
instrument, Mr. Peress had it restored and wrote an article 
for the Brass Quarter1y in which he describes the instrument 
1 Johann Ernst Altenburg, ".An Essay on the Instruction 
of the Noble and Musical Art of Trumpet and Kettledrum 
Playing," Brass Quarterly, I, No.3 (March, 1958), 69. 
3 
as being six-and-one-half feet long and having a fundamental 
,on E.1 The scale which he could produce (in terms of C 
major) without too much difficulty was as follows. 
-- ~-----
Mr. Peress's comments on the production of these notes 
is as follows: 
In 'addition to the commonly required f'' and f#'' 
the instrument can easily· be made to sound a clear 
a', b 1 and c#''· The d' and f 1 are more difficult 
and less clear but usable as quick passing notes. 
These notes are best approached stepwise • • .2 
This agrees with Mr. Altenberg's statement that 
notes outside the harmonic series could be sounded but 
that some of them are not clear and should be used as 
passing tones or approached stepwise. Evidence of this 
caution in playing these "notes will be seen in the works 
of Bach and Handel and their predecessors. 
In the twentieth century we often speculate on how 
the performances on these natural trumpets actually sounded, 
and whether the trumpeters of that time could play in tune 
1Maurice Peress, "A. Baroque Trumpet Discovered in 
Greenwich Village," Brass Quarterly, IV No.3 (April, 1961) 122. 
2l.b1.d. 
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on a natural instrument. Burney,who witnessed a performance 
himself, gives us an insight into this question. 
The favorite bass song, 'The Trumpet Shall Sound' 
was very well performed by Signor Tasca and Mr. Sarjent, 
who accompanied him on the trumpet admirably. There 
are however, some passages in the trumpet part to this 
air which have always a bad effect from the natural 
imperfection of the instrument. In Handel's time, com-
posers were not so delicate in writing for trumpets 
and French horns as at present Ql7818; it being now 
laid down as rule, that the fourth and sixth of a key 
on both instruments, being naturally so much out of 
tune that no player can make them perfect should never 
be used but in short passing notes to which no bass is 
given that can discover their false intonation. 
Mr. Sarjent's tone is extremely sweet and clear, but 
every time that he was obliged to dwell on G, the 
fourth of D, displeasure appeared in every countenance; 
for which I was extremely concerned, knowing how 
inevitable such an effect must be from such a cause. 1 
An aspect of eighteenth century trumpet playing which 
is not often discussed is the use of the mute. The mute in 
the eighteenth century was used not only to change the tone 
quality but also as another way of altering the pitch of 
the instrument. Altenburg gives some elucidation on this 
point. 
The mute (sordun or sordin) takes its name from 
sordus, that is, weak or subdued. It is an instrument 
turned round out of hard, firm wood which makes no 
sound by itself, but when it is inserted into the 
trumpet it not only gives the trumpet a completely 
different almost oboe-like tone, but it also raises 
the pitch about a whole tone, if it is properly shaped.2 
1Charles Burney, Account of the Musical Performances 
~~ M!!i:in?tA~ ~bfy and the ~~theon • • • in Oowmgmoration 
of Handel 17 4 , London: 17 5 , p, 83. 
2Altenburg, Brass Quarter1y, IV lb. 5,(March, 1958), 86. 
5 
Thus a trumpeter with a natural C trumpet could 
play also in the key of D if required to do so. An 
example of this will be seen in one of the arias preceding 
Bach and Handel. 
With this information it is possible to go once 
again to the treatise of Altenburg to determine how each 
of the various keys was played on natural trumpets. 
1. BFmajor. Because such a short trumpet does not 
exist, and furthermore because it would be difficult 
to play, trumpeters prefer to play an octave lower 
in this key, using a long trumpet. 
2. A major. Here if the trumpeter takes the short 
trumpet in G and puts the mute in, he will be in tune. 
3. G major. Use the above trumpet, also called the 
English trumpet. 
4. F major. Use the field trumpet, also called the 
French trumpet. 
5. EVmajor. Here the trumpeter adds a shank to the 
above trumpet so that it is lowered a half tone. 
6. E major. A whole tone crook is added to the F 
trumpet. 
7. D major. Use the German D (chamber pitch) although 
Many are also pitched in E • 
8. C major. Whole tone crook is added to D. 1 
A trumpet used several times in the works of Bach is 
the tromba da tirarsi or slide trumpet. There seems to be 
a difference of opinion as to whether this trumpet looked 
like, and thus worked like, an alto trombone, or whether it 
looked like a trumpet whose mouthpiece was as Terry says, 
"prolongated by an inner tube, which, at the players will 
1Ibid., 88. 
6 
slides out and in within the topmost of the instruments 
parallel branches."' The difference is quite drastic 
since the former, having the double slide of a trombone 
would have to move only half as far as the latter to gain 
a half step. The slide not being part of the mouthpiece 
would not interfere with the embouchure of the player. 
Whichever of these two instruments was used, it 
would sound the entire chromatic scale from (reckoning in c) 
c'-o'''. Sachs says of the slide trumpet: 
It cannot be distinguished from other trumpets except 
that the throat of its mouthpiece is so long that by 
pulling it out gradually, all gaps in the scale can 
be filled up. The trumpeter had to press the mouth-
piece against his lips with two fingers of the left 
hand and draw ~he trumpet out and in like the slide 
of a trombone. 
Galpin says : 
The slide consists of a single tube inserted in the 
first length of the tubing, and the body of the instru-
ment is pushed out or drawn in over it. As this tubing 
is a rather cumbersome contrivance, the zug-trompette 
was held somewhat downwards, and Altenburg likens it to 
an alto trombone •••• It was generally employed for 
playing the chorales by tower watchmen and it is for 
this purpose Bach uses it, leaving the bravura work to 
the natural clarino or high trumpet.3 
In the works of Bach are found two arias and several 
choruses which use the tromba da tirasi for more florid 
1oharles Sanford Terry, Bach's Orchestra (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1932), p. 31. 
2ourt Sachs, TQB History of Husica1 I'strymonts 
(New York: w. w. Norton and Oo., Inc., 1940 , p. 385. 
3Francis w. Galpin, A Textbggk gt Eurgpeap Hus1ca1 
Instrumants (London: Williams and Norgate Ltd., 1946 , p. 238. 
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writing than that found in slow chorale tunes. For 
evidence of this see examples 67, 74, and 75. 
An instrument sometimes called for by Bach is the 
como da tirarsi. The exact description of this instru-
ment is not known since there is no such instrument in 
existence. Terry says about the instrument: 
Its parts in Bach's scores do not differ from those 
of the slide trumpet. The facts suggest that his 
prescription "como da tirarsi" does not indicate 
an actual instrument but some device or adjustment 
for producing horn tone •••• None of the parts 
are playable on a natural horn but all of them 
were practicable on the zug-trompette, which, by 
substituting the appropriate mouthpiece, could 
produce horn tone as well,1 
There will be more discussion of these various 
instruments in the body of the thesis. 
1Terry, p. 34. 
CHAPTER II 
TRUMPET ARIAS OF SOME PRED:EXJESSORS OF BACH AND HANDEL 
One of the earliest trumpet arias examined is found 
in the works of Heinrich Schutz (1585-1672). In the com-
plete works of Schutz, trumpet is often used with chorus, 
but only one trumpet aria was found. The aria uziehet hin"1 
occurs in the work Historia -xon der Geburt Jesus Christi. 
The ari~ calls for bass voice, clarino I and II in O, and 
organ •. The text is: 
Go and search out diligently after the child, 
and when you find him, so return and say2it to me so that I may also come and worship him. 
The key signature is F major, however the notes are 
not all playable on an F trumpet, but are playable on a C 
trumpet. 
•' The part shows a good deal of floridity. It has 
imitation and parallel thirds between the two clarini. 
trx.3 H;ti"''"A- v:,, c~,, ,,.;,,,r J•w, •z,u,~f "'"" "'~"""? - ,., 6 
Trv-. 4t .Z: ,,. C. + .,. 
1 Heinrich Schutz, Sijmmelte Jjerke, ""ed. Philipp Spi tta 
17 vols.; (Leipzig: Brei tkopf and Hartel, 1887-1927), XVII, 31. 
2German texts for this chapter were translated by 
Mrs. Inge vender Heyde, Weston, Massachusetts. 
8 
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There is also much imitation between the voice 
and the two clar1n1: 
E~r. 'f tlrJfor,·-. """ tie.- s~, .. ,f )#Sf)~ 1' z r~~,~ t. '"'II M!!'c.,vre 7 -/0 
..,f).,.,. z:; : .... t! 
1\\ 
' lf'lr:"'l 
v 
I 
:y 
l 
, 
, " 
I I 
I 
, + 
•" 
, 
I t.. ~ L 
'Z./t- J, ,·1 y,,..., z,·f-J..:J 
.,.. 
hi,. 
• -1--,.,. .L 
_j__j__j_ 
, .,. 
I 
_l_ 
~ 
..,.., 
I 
'Z,,_ 
There are no parallel thirds between voice and clarini, 
however. It is also interesting to note that the two 
clar1n1 lines cross and the range of clarino II is wider 
than that of clarino I (clarino I c••-c•••, clarino II 
g • -c • • ' ) • 
A1ar1co, an opera written in 1687 by Augustino Steffani, 
has an aria "Schriere inv1,~te, non tardate n1 for .Alto voice, 
trumpets I, II and III inC, timpani and cembalo. The text is: 
Stalwart ranks of warriors don't hold back, 
flee to your pillaging. 
This aria occurs in Act II, Scene 111. 
.. 1nenkm?ler Deutscher Tonkunst, Herausgegeben von der 
Konigl1ch Preuss1schen Regierung Berufene Commission (65 vols. 
Leipzig: Breitkopf and Hartel, 1892), XI, 82. 
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Here the trumpets are used more as ritornelli 
instruments, never playing when the voice is singing 
except for a few times when the phrases overlap. 
The voice has the opening statement which each of 
the trumpets imitate in their opening statement. (Only 
the trumpet imitation is shown in the example.) 
E:r. ~ Al~rrco, "Stltr rtrt. tn'llltfc. "•"' t~.-Ja:f~ '' m, .:1.. -~ 
.,.,,,..,.t :z ,, c 
No notes are used which are not playable on a 
natural trumpet. The range of trumpet I is g'-a'' and 
the f # and bb are not used. All three trumpet parts 
cross in the opening statement. 
A cantato of Dietrich Buxtehude (1637-1707), ~ 
Lieben Christen Freut Euch Nun, has an aria 11 Sehe, sehe 
ich komm.e baldu 1 for bass voice, two clarini in D in sord1n1 
and continuo. The text is: 
See, see, I am coming soon 
and my son with me • 
1Ihld., XIV, No. 6, 122. 
11 
Only trumpets and continuo accompany the voice. 
Another interesting point to note in the instrumentation 
is the indication for clarini in sordini. As was noted 
in the previous chapter, the sordini (mute) was used 
both to change the tone quality of the trumpet and to 
raise the pitch one whole step. The only other indication 
for trumpet in this cantata is for clarino in C (rather 
than D of the aria in question). Therefore, the reason 
for the indication for clarino in sordini may be that the 
trumpeter involved had only an instrument in C, thus 
necessitating a mute in order to play the above aria in D. 
Other characteristics of the aria are: (1) the use 
of parallel thirds in the two clarini, (2) the use of 
imitation between the two clarini and the voice, and 
(3) the exchange of parts between the two clarini. 
No notes are used which are not easily played on 
the natural trumpet. The range does not exceed c'''. 
In the works of Friedrich 1vilhelm Zachau (1663-1712), 
are found two trumpet arias. The first is found in a 
cantata, Igh Will Mich Mit Dir Verloben. The aria "Mein 
Jesus, habe dank fur deine liebe"1 is for alto and tenor 
voice, two clarini inC and continuo. The text is: 
I-l:y Jesus, I thank thee for your love. 
1.nlJi,, XXI, 48. 
12 
This is a rather curious scQre since although 
violins are not mentioned at the beginning of the score, 
in the tenth measure violin I is written above the clarino 
I line and violin II above the clarino II line. As is 
seen in example 6, this part marked for violin would be 
impossible on a natural trumpet although it is essentially 
a continuation of the trumpet line. 
E K.' I ~h will '"'t.< '";f d ·.,.. v~,(tJ ,,.,,.. ,.,,, Jt>SIJ 1-ttJ. 4~ tiAnK II .... I I - /3 
vrol,·, I _ 
1\l ...J l , 
~ , . .. 
I I-
.y ' I ......, 
\ '-.I v 
, 
-
• • I 
I \ . -~, 
The clarini do not come back in until the closing 
ritornello. The clarini are used only as ritornello 
instruments, since they play the first 8-10 measures and 
the closing ritornello only. 
The trumpet figures in the closing ritornello 
anticipate the characteristic style of most trumpet parts 
of the eighteenth century. 
13 
Zachau's cantata, Yon Himmel Kam der Engel Schar, 
has an aria "Des soll t ihr billig frohlich sein''1 for 
bass voice, olarin1 I, II, III, and IV, timpani and 
continuo. The text is: 
Therefore you shall be reasonably joyful 
that God has become one with you. 
The four clarini are not restricted to the role of 
ritornello instruments. In example 8, all four clarini 
plus the continuo play at the same time that the voice is 
singing. To make one wonder further about the balance, 
the olarini I and II are in their extreme ranges. 
£". ~ von lit""''".'' toea ... t/IY' .,,r/ Set. ...... "bu ,.,t! ;I,,. luYI.., f,../,J,-cl, H'l'l'l ,, "1''"'"1- lfl•7 
'""""'~+ :t 2T(inc) J J 1 I.LI ,! I .I I I I . \ I I 'J I · 
• • " - - -#- - + .... ..• • _,.. .· .~ "' - I+ 
"' ? , , • •• • -
h. 
-y-
' 
-
-fru,.,p~f11l IE~-, c) 
I l ~ 
\ 
\ I 
I 
- "" 
l"\ 
l 
Bo..t.S Vtl (Ce. ~ 
-4'-.,.. " ,.,.. , 
t 
I\ I 
- -
-
·:.;,, ..
\ \ ' 
I , • 
I 
This example also shows the imitation between the 
voice and the two olarini. This technique is used in 
most entrances throughout the aria. 
1 Ibid. , XXI, 97. 
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In the cla.rino IV part there is an f' which would 
·Clearly not be possible on a 0 trumpet. It is used as the 
root of an F major chord on the third beat of a ~measure. 
Other than this, the part is limited to the notes on the 
natural trumpet • 
.An aria, "so Ja.uchzet Mein Frohlicher Mut" 1 from 
Reinhard Keiser's (1674-1739) Croesus, uses bass voice, 
trumpet in D, oboe and violin in unison, viola and continuo. 
The text is: 
MY spirit shouts with joy. 
I lead the victorious signs on hills 
of corpses, through streams of blood. 
This aria shows a very primitive trumpet line. The 
highest ~ote is d'', which, of course, allows very little 
floridity. The oboe and violin have quite a florid line 
underneath this rather primitive trumpet line. 
~ t. 'l C r-o~svs, 11 So JAV~/, a • t- """''>~ Fn,lt ,,,. /,,..,. ,.u 1-.'' 0 ,.,.,,..,..,1_ m."' ftll""f'Jft(J .. e.) -;,..,~f• •t>t/ ~ I"' 
)'I' /'. \ t::: ~~ ........, 
I 'If 
rl.-. • • • ~·)/ . ' L 
\ .. .. 
+ 
v.·,ln, tl bot! 
.JJ. ' 
1n Jl 1/ £. . 
. I 
I , 
.X II . , .; I } . -
The trumpet does play while the voice is sounding, 
rA=H however, 1 t is limited to the pattern • , ~ • • on. either c ' or g 1 • 
1l.:b1.d. , XXXVII , 79 • 
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The interesting thing about this aria is that 
directly preceding and following it is a ritornello for 
three clarini · (the aria is marked tromba) which is quite 
florid with trills one'', f#'', and g'', and a range 
from d r to a' r • 
This raises the question as to whether there was 
a distinction between clarini and tromba • 
.Another aria from the same work, "Ihr Tapfern 
Soldaten nun wieder,"1 uses the following instrumentation: 
trumpet in D, oboe I and II in unison with violin I and II, 
viola, bass voice and continuo. The text has the same 
victorious joy of the pre~eding aria: 
You valiant soldiers shout for joy. 
Once again there is a primitive line with a range 
only to d''. The part is somewhat more active but, of course, 
is limited to the D major triad. 
1lh1d., XXXVII, 147. 
16 
~Jt.l/ Cro~.1us, ttzl,. IA.p.ft,_, Sottl-.1,, nuh wr~Jt', '' •I"""''"'?- ,... '3 
T"w'1fd ""'~(tr"'"'f'"'"") 
'i · I J;ryp '¥D 11.~ tt t.t J ' 
, . 
The trumpet does play while the voice is singing, 
but is limited to the range from c'-c'''. 
There is no attempt at word painting, but a trumpet 
playing fanfares carries the connotation of joy and victory. 
Following this aria is also a ritornello for clarini 
I, II; and III in which there is a more florid line with 
parallel thirds between clarino I and II. 
fx,/')._ f...-oe.:sus "zl,, "'la.~-h-rn Solt/~11 nvn ttN~dl'r" K.·I.,.- ... ~JitJ 
cf~., .. n~.rzr[r,..j;,.!> fl fl 
A cantata of Johann Philipp Krieger, Heut Singt 
die }ferte Christenheit, has an aria 1 by the same name 
for canto and bass voices, trumpet inC, violin I and II, 
and continuo. The text is: 
I 
Today the worthy Christendom 
sings with joyfulness 
1lh1d., LIII, 75. 
52 
---
This same ritornello is used at the end which then 
leads to a D. c. 
Aci. Galatea e Polefemo {1708) contains a trio 
''Chi ben ama ha per oggetti fido amor" (LIII, pp. 49, 50). 
The scoring is: Aci (contralto), Galatea (soprano), 
Polefemo (bass), trumpet I and II in D, oboe I and II, 
violin I and II, viola and continuo. This serenata was 
written in Naples for the wedding of the Duca d'Alvito 
to Donna Beatrice Sanseverino. The text is: 
The one who truly loves has for objects 
faithful love, chas.te fidelity, 
that if the pleasures are missing 
hope is not lacking. 
Once again trumpet I is doubled by oboe I almost 
throughout. The part which the oboe and trumpet are 
playing is also the vocal line of Aci, thus the trumpet 
is seen carrying one of the main melodic lines. 
The opera Amadiii of 1715 has another aria, "Sento 
'la g~o ja ch 'in sen mi brilla" (LXII, 137 ). this time a 
non-florid type. (See page 35 for the florid aria). 
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In this aria the trumpet is used strictly as a 
ritornello between vocal statements. The trumpet line is 
quite florid and shows the use of a tonal sequence very 
frequently used in trumpet writing. 
In Johann Joseph Fuch's opera Costenza e Fortezza is 
an aria "De la Tosca Aimata ,Tromba" 1 for alto voice, trum-
pet in 0, violin I and II (doubling oboe I and II), viola 
and continuo. The text is: 
Rome shall yield to the warlike sound of the trumpet. 
This aria occurs in Act I. 
The trumpet has a very florid and demanding part, 
playing throughout and not stopping when the voice enters. 
· Example 14 shows seyeral notable characteristics of 
trumpet writing which are found extensively in Bach and 
Handel: (1) the trumpet imitates the voice especially on 
arpeggio figures, (2) the voice and trumpet are heard in 
parallel sixths, and (3) the range is exceptional in reaching 
ad'' on a C trumpet. This is one whole step over the normal 
range. 
1Denkmaler der Tonkunst in Osterriph, ed. Guido Adler (83 vols. Leipzig: Breitkopf and Hartel, 1914) 
18 
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In the works of Zachau, aside from the two trumpet 
arias, there are four horn arias. These are discussed 
mainly because of their similarity to trumpet arias, and 
in an attempt to discover why horn was used in one case 
and trumpet in another. 
The first of these horn arias is in the cantata 
Meine Seel Erhebt den Herrn. The aria "Gott sturtz aller 
stoltze.nrr1 is for tenor voice, horn I and II in F, and 
continuo ·. The text is: 
, God overthrows the seats of the proud, 
And throws them from their height. 
This horn part resembles in many respects a trumpet 
part, but the first thing one notices about it is that it 
is in F, a key seldom used in trumpet. 
b.t,l$'" /lfe,)ta u~t~ ~,../,,f"'tlt, llnrh, "t.'tt slu.-hlatlf', .Sio/h,.,." ,,,t"' ... m1- J't".'"\ 
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Also, the voice is tenor. Out of the sixteen arias being 
discussed (ten trumpet and six horn), five of the ten 
trumpet arias are for bass voice, one for alto and tenor, 
two for alto, and two for canto and bass. The horn is 
used in a more varied capacity; one for wo cantos, one 
1 ~, XXII, 118. 
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for soprano, two for tenor, one for bass and one for alto. 
Another Zachau cantata, Lobe den Herrn. Meine Seale, 
has an aria "Nim vorlieb mit diesem ton"1 for horn I and 
II in A, canto I and II, and continuo. The text is: 
Be satisfied with this sound 
which we your children bring you, 
shall we in future for your throne 
sing a little better, 
as shall your light of divinity 
be our best finder. 
Again the horn part resembles a trumpet line, but 
this time the horns are in A, a key never used in trumpet. 
The horns are not used while the voices are singing, 
but more as ritor.nello instruments. 
An aria "Kommt, jauchzet alle mit frohlichem schalle"2 
from the same cantata uses tenor voice, horn in A, and 
continuo. The text is: 
Come, rejoice all, with joyfUl sound. 
Praise God 1 s goodness, lift your heart above 
the stars. 
The Lord will ±amove all that is hurtful. 
Again there is a line characteristic of the trumpet, 
with long florid passages with imitation of the voice. 
In Zachau's cantata Es Wird E1ne Rute Autgehen is 
an aria uihr sterne, senkt euch in die krippen"3 which 
uses bass voice, horn I and I~ in A, and continuo. 
1 .l.l>JJl. • , XXII, 162. 
.. 
2l..Qli.' XXII, 181. "" 
3l.Q.1d. ' XXII, 224. 
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The text is: 
You stars sink into the mangers 
in which my redeemer lies. 
Again there are all the characteristics of a trumpet 
line, but in A major. 
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An aria in Telemann's cantata Der Tag des Gerichts1 
uses alto voice, horn in G, violin I and II, viola and 
continuo. The text is: 
I see, God, the angel of your vengeancel 
You have sent him before you to awaken the 
deceased dust! 
His splendor is like the dawn, 
the sword of vengeance is in his right hand 
and in his left the trumpet. 
This is really more like a recitative, with voice 
always singing alone and the instruments injecting little 
motives. The text is significant in this aria since the 
horn is used to point up the phrase, " ••• and in his 
left the trumpet." Why didn't Telemann use trumpet in this 
aria? The first answer that comes to mind is that he wanted 
1~., XXVIII, 67. 
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the aria to be in G major, and G seems to be a key 
never used for trumpet. 
In the following arroso 1 the same instruments are 
used with soprano instead of alto. However, horn is not 
used until the last 8 measures, that is, as a ritornello. 
The text is: 
So speaks the Lord who sent me, 
Arise! for judgment, hither decayed speaks! 
Three horns in G are also used in the following 
recitative. The text is: 
Trombones (or trumpets) roar! Thunder speaks! 
Now he will bless us, he will avenge. 
He beckons, the judgement begins. 
In conclusion then, the following observations can 
be made from the sixteen arias studied: (1) tromba and 
clar1ni were used only in the keys of C major and D major, 
(2) horns were never used in these keys, but only in P 
major, G major and A major, (3) there was a decided 
preference for using tromba and clar1ni with basso voice, 
and (4) horn was used only once with basso voice and three 
times each with soprano and tenor. 
The question is raised as to what the distinction 
was between the indication for tromba and olar1no. In a 
work of Keiser's discussed above, the use of the two terms 
1l.l2.14. , XXVIII, 72. 
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in one work with a distinctly more florid part for the 
clar1ni than for the trombe was seen. However, in some 
of the other works cited above there were also very florid 
tromba parts. Thus once again it was noted that this 
distinction varied from composer to composer. 
The following table shows instrumentation used in 
the sixteen horn and trumpet arias examined. 
INSTRUMENTATION OF HORN AND TRUMPET ARIAS 
Instruments Used Other 
Than Horn and Trumpet 
Continuo 
Continuo and strings 
Continuo, oboe and strings 
Trumpet 
Arias 
4 
3 
3 
Horn 
Arias 
4 
2 
Imitation between the voice and trumpet is seen in 
many of the arias as is imitation between the trumpets when 
more than one trumpet is used. Examples of these techniques 
can be seen in examples 3, 4, 5, 8, 10, and 14, 
Another technique frequently used is parallel thirds 
between the voice and the trumpet, and between the two trum-
pets. Examples of this may be seen in the following examples: 
7, 12, 15, and 16. 
Notes not appearing on the natural trumpet are used 
three times. They are f', b' and c#''· The b 1 and c#'' are 
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both heard as quick auxiliary notes each time and are the 
leading note in the key. However, the f' is a one beat 
note on the third beat, preceded by several measures rest 
and followed by g' on the next beat. Furthermore, it is 
the root of the chord. All these things make the f' hard 
to explain, but this is the only time it oocurs. 
In four out of the ten trumpet arias examined, the 
trumpet (or trumpets) is used only as a ritornello instru-
ment and is never sounding at the same time as the voice. 
CHAPTER III 
THE TRUMPET ARIAS OF HANDEL 
In the works of George Frederic Handel there are 
thirty-two arias using trumpet as part of the instrumental 
ensemble. They are scattered among his vocal works. The 
distribution of these arias among the vocal works is shown 
below, 
VOCAL WORKS USING TRUMPET 
Oratorios •• 
Operas • • • 
Odes • • • • 
Serenatas •• 
Te Deums •• 
Cantatas •• 
• • • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 
• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • 0 0 
• • • • • • • • 0 0 
• • • • 0 0 • • • • 
15 
10 
3 
2 
1 
1 
The style and characteristics of these arias is consistent 
enough so that a discussion of the works divided according 
to the above categories would be irrelevant. 
The dates of the works are scattered over a period 
from 1708 to 1746. Once again the style characteristics 
of the arias remain quite the same throughout this period. 
Thus a division by date of composition would also seem 
irrelevant. 
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Of all these works containing trumpet arias, only 
two were written before Handel reached London in 1710, at 
which time he had access to the renowned trumpeter, Valentine 
Snow. 
Handel wrote forty-six operas and twenty-seven 
oratorios, thus the highest percentage of the trumpet arias 
occur in the oratorios. 
There are style characteristics which set the arias 
in two separate categories: (1) the trumpet parts which 
have a very florid, melismatio line, remaining in the 
highest register of the trumpet for most of the aria, and 
(2) those arias in which the trumpet parts are less florid 
and used in not such an obligato manner. For this discussion 
the arias will be divided into these two categories, the 
florid arias being discussed first. 
All volume and page numbers in this chapter refer to 
the Handel complete works.1 
The first of the florid arias occurs in the serenata 
Aoi. Galatea e Polefgmg, composed in Naples in 1708. In a 
recitative (LIII, 10) for Galatea (contr'alto), the instru-
mentation is: trumpet I and II in D, oboe I and II, violin 
I and II, viola and continuo. The text is: 
But what horrid sounds wound my ears 
a frightful roar surrounds me with horror, 
1 George Fredrich Handel, Werke, ed. F. Chrysander 
(93 vols. in 71 vols.; Leipzig: Breitkopf and Hartel, 
1858-1903). 
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in fact it seems to me that from Hell 
it is shaking all the large dark caverns of the 
mountains. 1 
The trumpet is used in a rather fanfare-like manner 
underlying the text. 
The aria which follows this "sibilar 1 1 angu1 d 1alletto" 
(LIII, li) is for Polefemo (bass) and uses the same instru-
mentation, with the exception that only one oboe is used. 
The text is: 
Hissen the snakes of Aletto and bark voracious dogs 
I thought I was hearing around me. 
Wicked poison runs in my bosom because 
our heart is inflamed by two purposes mercilessly. 
The form is ABA (da capo) and the aria occurs in the 
second of the three parts of the serenata. 
The trumpets are doubled by oboes and violins from 
measures 1-8. When the florid part begins at measure 9, 
the trumpet is no longer doubled. At measure 11 the trumpet 
and oboe play in parallel thirds for two measures. Thus the 
oboe is used as an equal with the trumpet. Also, the passage 
1All of the opera texts were originally in Italian and 
were translated by Mrs. Robert F. Pease ~~ the Boston University 
faculty. 
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at measures 9-11 shows a common technique of the trumpet, 
that is a three measure sequence. 
1ihen the voice enters, the trumpet is reduced to 
playing strictly subordinate rhythmic punctuations between 
vocal ph~ases such as r ttt=J 
• Hovrever, at the end of 
the A section the trumpet has another rather florid line. 
In this example can also be seen exchange of parts between 
the two trumpets. 
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The B section goes to b minor, the trumpet, being 
unable to play very many of the notes in the key of b minor, 
is relegated to playing a dominant pedal above the voice. 
It then returns to the A section in a Da Capo. 
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In Handel's first London opera, Rinaldo (1711), 
there are two trumpet arias. The first, "sib11ar l 1 angui 
d' a1letto" (LVIII, 13), is for Argante (bass), trumpet I 
and II in D, timpani, oboe, violin · ! and II, viola and 
continuo. The text is exactly the same as the aria discussed 
on the previous page. This aria is found in Act I, Scene iii. 
This aria is a reworking of the aria from Agi. Ga1atea 
e Polefemo discussed above. However, there are some 
interesting changes. 
In comparing example 18 with example 20, it is seen 
that the later one is basically the same, but with more 
floridi.ty particularly in measure 6. Handel also changes 
the harmony in measures 3 and 4 from dominant to tonic. 
£ )(, :2.~ ,q.·l't~lt/o, 11 s.·l,,-/4.,. I· .. ,,~.~,. tl :../l~tto "o!J""'-nf - /'YI.~ 
/i-u",rp•t ;r.T£,(r"'~)1"'n .. ~sr•st>t:l \1Jf1 
From measures 8-17 the Rinaldo version is the same as 
the ~version, with one rather interesting change. At 
measure 11 of example 18 the oboe played in parallel thirds 
with trumpet I. In the RinaJdo version trumpet II takes 
this part and plays in parallel thirds with its partner. 
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Continuing on from measure 17 there is another 
change. It is interesting to compare the example below 
with the last five measures of example 18. 
The high d''' is not used in the 1708 version. The 
1711 version of this aria is _then somewhat more florid and 
more demanding in range than the 1708 version. From this 
it can be assumed that either Handel reworked this aria 
for purely musical reasons, or that his trumpeters in 
London were superior players to those in Florence, and 
Handel wanted to take full advan.tage of the situation. 
The second trumpet aria in Rina,ldo, "Or la tromba in 
suon festante" (LVIII, 104), is sung by Rinaldo, a male 
soprano. The instrumentation is trumpet I, II, III, a.n.d IV, 
timpani, violin I (oboe I);1 violin II (oboe II), viola and 
continuo. The text is: 
Now the trumpet in ringing sound 
is calling upon me to triumph. 
This aria is found in Act III, Scene ix. 
1An instrument in parenthesis indicates that it is 
doubling the line of the instrument directly preceding it. 
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The four trumpets are used only as ritornello 
instruments. When the voice enters, only trumpets I and 
II are used. The four trumpets are used occasionally as 
a punctuation for a vocal phrase. 
In example 22, (the opening ritornello),one can 
observe Handel's use of four trumpets. This example also 
shows the use of two trumpets in thirds. 
When the voice enters and trumpets II, III and IV 
are left out, trumpet I and the voice have exact imitation. 
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The opening ritornello is used again for the closing. 
In 1713 Handel wrote an Ode +or Queen Anne, probably 
for her birthday on February 11, 1713. It opens with an aria, 
"Eternal source of light divine" (XLVII, l), for tenor voice, 
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trumpet in D, violin I and II, viola, and continuo. The 
text is: 
Eternal source of light divine 
With double warmth thy beams display 
and with distinguished glory shine 
to add lustre to this day. 
The first section is really a kind of recitative 
between the voice and trumpet while the strings sustain 
chords. 
The voice begins with a rather florid melisma which 
is immediately imitated by the trumpet. In example 24 the 
voice opening is omitted and the example begins with the 
trumpet entrance in measure 5. The example also shows an 
extended use of close, exact imitation between voice and 
trumpet. 
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This leads directly into the aria proper in which 
oboes are added to the above instrumentation. The text is: 
The day that gave great Anna birth 
who fixed a lasting peace on earth. 
Example 25 from this aria demonstrates one of the 
longest sequences found in Handel's trumpet arias, and one 
of the longest sets of parallel thirds and sixths between 
the three parts. 
€>r.,.S" ode +'ov qll#'~i) A,.,ne "Ef,YI'IA./ $o~o~.-ci o(fr,l.f rllvNre ,, -· 5)-5'5 
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With all this floridity, Handel never uses a note 
not playable on the natural trumpet. 
The smallest of Handel's operas, Silla,composed in 
, 
1 n4, contains an aria' "Con tromba guerriera II (LXI, 15) t 
for a male alto (Claudio), trumpet in D, violin I (oboe I), 
violin II (oboe II) and continuo. 
The text is: 
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With warlike trumpet 
fame and pride invite me to fight. 
If a strong soul glorious victory 
I will be able to attain. 
This aria is in ABA form. 
In this aria the oboe is used again as a partner to 
the trumpet. This example shows parts of the opening 
ritornello. The trumpet has the solo obligato and is later 
joined not by a second trumpet but by the oboe which imitates 
and plays in thirds with the trumpet. 
ExA~' .~ ··~'"' -r;o,_,l,,.. !v-rn-ro.. "' "'· 1 ~- ~o 
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The trumpet is used as a dominant pedal above the 
tutti instruments and the 'voice (this is a technique used 
frequently in the chorus trumpet parts). However, there is 
an interesting variant in this one, in that after sustaining 
the pedal for seven measures, the trumpet and voice exchange 
parts and the trumpet takes the vocal figures up an octave, 
and the voice takes the pedal down an octave. 
In this aria are also extended parallel tenths between 
voice and trumpet. 
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In this aria a good deal of close motivic imitation 
occurs between the voice and trumpet. The trumpet is 
taken to its highest practical range twice with d 1 ''· 
A qurious thing happens in the B section of this aria. 
The com~oser goes to b minor as is to be expected, but 
surprisingly enough he takes the tromba right along and 
writes several b' , a note not in the natural series of 
the d trumpet. The note could probably be played as a 
forced-flat c 1 , but it would be quite unstable and out of 
tune. As stated in the first chapter of this thesis, it 
was usually played as a rapid passing note. But Handel 
has placed it on the strong' beat of the measure the first 
time, and never does use it in a passing position but always 
as a one-beat note. 
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It is not a regular practice with Handel to write 
the more difficult notes to produce on the trumpet. He is 
quite consistent in using only the notes in the natural 
overtone series. Therefore, this presents a rather bold 
use of pitches not naturally appearing on the trumpet. At 
this time an explanation for this irregular usage cannot 
be offered. 
Another example of the oboe and trumpet used as 
partners is seen in the 1715 opera Amadiii· The aria 
"Destero dall 1 empia dite ogni furia a farvi guerra" (LXII, 71), 
is for so~rano (Melissa), trumpet in D, oboe (violin), viola 
and con~inuo. The text is: 
A. I shall awake from the very fury 
to make war on you 
cruel, perfidious, yes, yes, to make war. 
B. Gloomy shadows finally out of the Hell 
that keeps you, to bring sorrow to the 
one who scorns me. 
This aria is found in the last movement of Act II 
and is in ABA form. 
The trumpet and oboe are heard in thirds much of the 
time and are also used in imitation with each other. 
~ 2q Am•ci•'IJi •• f>rsft..-o d '..tf •mr··A.. ~ opn,.,,_ m.S 
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The trumpet and voice are also used in parallel 
thirds in a long melisma. over the word "Guerra." 
The B section goes to b minor, but this time the 
trumpet is left out entirely. 
An opera of 1720, Ra.dam,istg, has an aria "Stragi, 
morti, sangue ed armi" (LXIII, 14) for tenor (Thridate), 
trumpet in D, violin I (oboe I), violin II (oboe II) and 
continuo. The subject of the text is once again the war-
like trumpet. 
Carnage, death, blood and arms 
with warlike sound the trumpet calls, 
already the trumpet blows. 
Scourged by my wrath a kingdom is burning 
already the sky resounds with the noise of 
great ruins. 
The form is ABA. 
This aria presents a virtuoso trumpet part. 
• I I ...,.....,.. fl ij I I I I I 
The sequence plays a large part in this florid line. 
The trumpet and voice are heard in tenths for a 
time, and once again the trumpet is seen holding a dominant 
pedal over the voice melisma. 
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The B section goes to A major and the trumpet is, 
for the most part, left out. However, it does hold a 
dominant pedal ·over a voice melisma. 
In an oratorio, A1exgnder's Feast (1736), is the 
aria "Revenge Timotheus cries" (XII, 102) for bass voice, 
trumpet in D, oboe I and II, violin I and II, viola and 
continuo. The text is: 
Revenge, Timotheus cries, 
see the furies arise 
see the snakes that they rear 
how they hiss -in their lair 
and the spangles that flash in their eyes. 
I 
The aria opens with a beautifully florid trumpet 
line, doubled by oboe I. 
A little later there 'is close exchange between the 
voice and the trumpet. 
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The trumpet and oboe are also seen as duet instruments. 
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The trumpet and voice are heard in parallel sixths 
as has been noted in many of the preceding arias. 
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The opera ~ of 1732 has an interesting use of 
trumpet in conjunction with two oboes. The scoring for the 
aria, 11Gia resonar d'intorno al campi doglio io sentd" (LXXX, 107) 
is:bass voice (Varo), trumpet in D, oboe I and II, violin 
I and II, viola and continuo. The text is: 
Already I hear around the capital 
resound the war-like praise 
of hundreds and hundreds of voices. 
What am I to do? Let"s go 
and be it spur to my soul, duty as a debt 
as a friend and a subject. 
This aria is in ABA form and occurs in the last act. 
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The trumpet and two oboes are used in interplay 
much of the time. The violin doubles the trumpet in these 
spots. 
EJc.3S" t:z.ro "'G,·o lfuono.y" .,,.,,.,,_.,. 'i 
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The question comes up as to why Handel so carefully 
doubled the trumpet in some instances and gave it such bold, 
florid, solo lines at other times. The possibility still 
remains that at some points he had an excellent trumpeter 
at hand and at other times he did not. 
In this aria, there is also some interchange between 
the voice and the trumpet, the trumpet's answer being 
slightly varied because of its limitations. 
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The B section as expected goes to b minor. But this 
time the trumpet and oboes are used. In example 37 he 
carefully avoids using the b' in the trumpet. All the notes 
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are easily playable on a natural trumpet. 
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In the Cegilian Ode of 1739 is an aria 11 The trumpets 
loud clangor" (XXIII, 27) for tenor voice, trumpet in D, 
timpani, oboe I and II, violin I and II, viola and continuo. 
The text is: 
The trumpet's loud clangor excites to arms 
with shrill notes of anger and mortal alarms 
the double beat of thund'ring drum 
cries Hark! Hark! the foes come. 
Charge, 'tis too late to retreat. 
The aria is the fifth movement of the ode. 
The trumpet, unaccompanied, opens the aria with a 
+ 
two measure call which is echoed by strings. Following this 
the trumpet has a florid line in which the trumpet is seen 
holding a dominant pedal while strings and oboes have figures 
underneath. Also seen in this example is the wide range 
. from d • -~ 1 1 1 • 
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A rather unusual imitation technique is used, unusual 
in that when the trumpet imitates the voice, it is unacompanied. 
Ex. 3 q Cet!//tal1 oJe. .. rite TrrP"rfs l..ou.l C'l4n,•l',. 
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An example of a sequence is seen in one of the 
trumpet's florid lines. 
In all the floridity of this aria, Handel uses only 
notes which are easily played on the natural trumpet. 
L'Allegro 11 Penseroso ed 11 MQde~ato, a secular 
oratorio of 1740 contains an ari&.r "These delights if thou 
canst give" (VI, 121) for tenor voice, trumpet in D, violin I 
(oboe I), violin II (oboe II), viola and continuo. 
The te:x:t is: 
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The$e delights if thou canst give 
mirth, with thee I mean to live. 
The aria is placed in the middle of the second part of the 
oratorio. 
Once again the trumpet opens this aria with first a 
triadic outline and then a florid line, which is answered 
by oboes and violins. 
When the voioe enters, the trumpet and voice have an 
extended imitative duet based on the opening statement. 
Also seen in this example is the ext,ended use of parallel 
tenths between the trumpet and the voice, and the importance 
of the sequence. 
f.-t, l{f J.. 'ctftf'D, ;/ f'MI"I'tl$6 t.t 'Tf.ts~ cf,/,,;,/s- ,·f rhe~v {'uur f,'f/t' ~I ~lnl"hJ- I"" • 1 
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The chorus following this is based on this same 
theme,and trumpet I and II are heard playing an extended 
duet based on the above theme also. 
With all the floridity of this aria, Handel never 
uses a note not easily played on a natural trumpet. 
The oratorio Messiah (1741) contains an aria 11 The 
trumpet shall sound 11 (XLV, 272) for bass voice, trumpet in 
D, violin I and II, viola, and continuo. The text is: 
The trumpet shall sound 
and the dead shall be -raised incorruptible 
and we shall all be ashamed. 
~his aria is placed in the middle of the last part 
of the wo·rk. 
Al~hough the most well known of the arias, it is not 
in many respects typical of most of Handel's trumpet parts. 
First, the opening ritornello using trumpet is the longest 
in any of the trumpet arias (28 measures). 
This example also shows the exchange from g~ to g# in close 
proximity. During this ritornello the trumpet and continuo 
are playing extensively in imitation. 
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1ihen the voice does enter, its first motive is 
based on the first three measures of the trumpet ritornello. 
Each time after the voice states nthe trumpet shall 
sound," the trumpet has the open fifth fanfare-like figure. 
£~.ll3 /lfersra.l, .. r~. -r;.~""l''-t" 3/.a// s,.e,J7,/ '" Ht.l(r- s-o 
/r""'fd ih lJ (t,..~ 
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Th~ use of duet passages in thirds is very rarely 
seen in t~is aria. Only one case of parallel thirds is 
seen and that is rather short. 
" . ...,.. , ..,. 
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The two parts are quite independent, the trumpet 
playing a fanfare over the vocal dominant pedal, or the voice 
singing an obligato part under a trumpet dominant pedal, or 
one resting while the other speaks. Also, there is very little 
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exact and close imitation between the voice and trumpet. 
The aria ends with the same obligato that was heard as the 
opening. Once again, no notes are used which are not easily 
played on the natural trumpet. 
Another oratorio of 1741, Samson, contains a very 
brilliant and exciting trumpet aria, "Let the bright seraphim" 
(X, 269), for soprano, trumpet, violin I and II, viola and 
continuo. The text once again mentions the trumpet: 
Let the bright seraphim in burning row 
their loud uplifted -angel trumpets blow. 
This aria is the next-to-the-last movement in the work. 
Like the one just discussed, it does not use oboes. 
In this aria, however, all of the traits that have 
been seen in the majority of the arias cited to this point 
are seen. In example 45 there is close imitation between 
the voice and trumpet, the use of extended parallel thirds 
between voice and trumpet. These two techniques are used 
throughout the aria. 
E.x. 45 Samsoh "l..~f .,.1,~ /.J~,.,h.,. St>,.rh,.,. '' ,. ,.,., .~, 
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The range is a little lower than many, lying between 
a-a''. In most cases the lowest note is d'. No notes are 
used which are not played easily on the natural trumpet. 
Two works containing trumpet arias were written in 
1743. The first is in the Dettingen Te Dewn. The aria 
"Thou art the King of Gloryu (XXV, 54) is scored for bass 
voice, trumpet in D and continuo. (This is an instrumenta-
tion seen many times in the predecessors discussed in the 
preceding chapter but seldom seen in Handel.) The text is: 
Thou art the King of Glory, oh Christl 
This arta is the sixth item in the Te Deum. 
Tht9 trumpet opens the aria and is reminiscent of the 
opening of "The trumpet shall soundn from the Messiah in its 
triadic structure. 
As can be seen in the above example, when the voice 
enters, there is imitation between voice and trumpet. How-
ever, the imitation is not exact this tim~ since the t1~pet 
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would be unable to play the b' in the tenth measure of 
the example (voice part). 
No extended passages of parallel thirds are used. 
Once ·again no notes are used which are not possible on 
a natural trumpet. 
The second of the 1743 arias, "Since the race of 
time began" (XLII, 82), is found in the first part of the 
oratorio Joseph. The scoring is: bass, trumpet in D, 
oboe I and II, violin I and II, viola and continuo~ The 
text is: 
Since the race of time began 
since the birthday of the sun 
ne'er was so much wisdom found 
with such matchless beauty crown'd. 
Bas1cally this is an aria in which the instruments 
play florid lines between vocal statement~ and the continuo 
alone supports the voice. However, the trumpet is allowed 
to play with the voice in a very florid line. 
€)(. l( 7 Josr,eJ,, 11 s,-"'" 1"/,e nlf~ rf' f,,.,.,J,?""n m. 3'{- '" 
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The trumpet part is the more florid of the two. The range 
attains the highest note that Handel ever uses, d 111 • The 
usual imitative technique is not used here. 
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The oratorio Judas Maccabeus (1746) has a trumpet 
aria "rli th honor let desert be crowned" (XXII, 199). The 
instrumentation is for tenor voice, trumpet in D, violin I 
(oboe I), violin II (oboe II), viola, and continuo. The 
text is: 
With honor let desert be crowned 
the trumpet ne'er in vain shall sound 
but all attentive to alarms 
the willing nations fly to arms 
and conquering or conquered claim the prize 
or happy eat, o'er far more happy skies. 
This aria is unusual in that it is in a minor. How-
ever, it will be seen in the examples that all notes are 
possible on a D trumpet. The aria opens with an instru-
mental tutti in which the trumpet is doubled by violins 
and oboe I. (In the example only the trumpet line is shown.) 
All notes in this example and throughout the aria 
are easily played since Handel uses,consistently, the 
raised sixth and seventh degree of the minor scale, thus 
making all notes possible on the natural trumpet. 
This aria employs imitation between the voice and 
trumpet as can be seen in example 49. 
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The voice and trumpet are also used in parallel thirds. 
Another aria from 1746 appears in the Gelengeheits 
Ora.torig. The aria "To God our strength" (XLIII, 147) is 
scored for bass, trumpet in D, oboe, violin I and II, viola 
and continuo, and appears in the middle of part two. The 
text is: 
To God our strength sing loud and clear 
to Jacob's God that all may hear 
loud acclamations ring. 
This aria features the trumpet and the oboe as duet 
partners. It begins largo, seldom seen in a trumpet aria. 
- E 1(, so G-el'1f"" ~.·~, or ... :ftJrfD " r. o.J """' 3fn-"'jtl N D f'"' t'h1- WI.,; ...,,,,- , .... 
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Several notable techniques are seen in the preceding 
example. First, the imitation of a complete phrase of the 
trumpet part by the oboe (first six measures), second, the 
motivic imitation beginning in measure seven and, third, 
the two instruments playing in parallel thirds as equals. 
This is the most extended example of Handel's con-
caption of the two instruments as equals. 
The middle section of the aria is a recitative and 
the trumpet is left out. This recitative develops into 
a chorus in which the second trumpet is added. 
Th~ first of the trumpet arias which are not so 
florid,, "Ma che 1nsolita luce 11 (IXL, 4), is found in the 
Resurrection Oratorio of 1708. The scoring is for bass 
voice, t~pet I in D (oboe I), trumpet II in D (oboe II), 
violin I and II, viola and continuo. The text is: 
But what unusual light tears 
the curtains of the infernal night? 
What echo heard no more 
with pleasant harmony makes 
around resound,.the Stygian Grottos? 
rlliat do I see? Alas! Hostile spirits 
how do they dare in such large abound 
surround me? 
The trumpet an.d the tutti instruments . are used as 
in a recitative, punctuating between vocal phrases with 
~ I t1=1 \ patterns such as 7j• . or ;· ••• 
' The following aria is for Angelo (soprano) with the 
same scoring as above. The text is: 
Open up the doors of hell, burst out 
the beautiful light of a light which is eternal, 
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All in lightning let the horror dissolve! 
Yield, horrid doors, yield to the King of Glory 
that of his victory you are his first horrorl 
The aria opens with imitation between trumpet I 
and II. However, in measure two the oboes begin to double 
the trumpet parts and take over the florid sections while 
the trumpet is relegated to punctuations on the beat. 
The oboe, not the trumpet as was true in the florid arias, 
is used as the answering instrument to the voice. The oboe 
is also heard in thirds and sixths with the voice. The 
trumpet is never heard with the vocal part. 
In the second part of this same oratorio is an aria 
"Vedo ii ciel n ( IXL, 59) for Oleofe (alto ) , trumpet I and 
II in D, oboe I and II, violin I and II and continuo. The 
text is: 
I see the sky becoming more 
serene around and more shining 
and of hope in my bosom 
a still more beautiful ray lights up. 
The form is ABA (da capo). 
The trumpets are doubled most of the time by the 
oboes. The trumpet is never heard with the voice. In 
example 51 the oboe and trumpet are playing basically the 
same line, except that the oboe has a more florid line and 
fills in notes which the trumpet couldn't have played. 
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This same ritornello is used at the end which then 
leads to a D. c. 
Aci. Galatea e Polefemo {1708) contains a trio 
''Chi ben ama ha per oggetti fido amor" (LIII, pp. 49, 50). 
The scoring is: Aci (contralto), Galatea (soprano), 
Polefemo (bass), trumpet I and II in D, oboe I and II, 
violin I and II, viola and continuo. This serenata was 
written in Naples for the wedding of the Duca d'Alvito 
to Donna Beatrice Sanseverino. The text is: 
The one who truly loves has for objects 
faithful love, chas.te fidelity, 
that if the pleasures are missing 
hope is not lacking. 
Once again trumpet I is doubled by oboe I almost 
throughout. The part which the oboe and trumpet are 
playing is also the vocal line of Aci, thus the trumpet 
is seen carrying one of the main melodic lines. 
The opera Amadiii of 1715 has another aria, "Sento 
'la g~o ja ch 'in sen mi brilla" (LXII, 137 ). this time a 
non-florid type. (See page 35 for the florid aria). 
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The scoring is the same as the florid aria: contralto, 
trumpet in D, oboe (violin), viola, and continuo. The 
text is: 
I feel the joy shining in my bosom 
and already gleams in the sky 
the star of the God of love. 
The aria is in ABA form. 
Once again the trumpet and oboe are used as a duet. 
However, the part this time is not at all florid. Except 
for measure five (b' and c#'') all of the oboe notes are 
possible on a natural trumpet. 
- -- -------------- -------- ---
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The two instruments are use.d mainly between vocal state-
ments. The voice has a very florid line, but the trumpet 
and oboe do not imitate it or play in thirds with it. 
The B section goes to b minor but both the trumpet 
and the oboe are left. This furnishes further evidence 
that Handel thought of the two instruments as being some-
what equal, since he could have used the oboe quite 
extensively in the b minor section, but when he drops the 
trumpet, he also drops the oboe. 
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The opera Riccardo (1727) contains an aria "Atterrato 
il muro cada 11 (LXXIV, 100) for Riccardo (contr'alto), 
trumpet I and II in D, oboe I and II, violin I and II, 
viola and continuo. The text is: 
Destroyed, the wall shall fall down, 
though the avengeful sword 
shall cruelly fill everything 
with courage and horror. 
The aria is placed in the center of the final act of the 
opera. 
The trumpets are used mainly as ri tornello instrumen.ts, 
in the introduction and between vocal phrases. None of the 
imitative techniques between the voice and trumpet are used. 
The opera Lofario (1729) contains an aria, "Regnoe 
grandezza, ' vassalli eterno '' (LXXVII, 52). The instrumenta-
tion is tenor voice, trumpet in D, oboe I and II, violin I 
and II, viola and continuo. The text is: 
I am defeated heaven, I am defeated! 
Where is the glory of my feared sword? 
Unhappy one, what shall I do? 
This recitative and aria open the second part. The part 
is not at all florid or difficult. It is only eleven measures 
long. 
In the opera Guisto of 1736 is an.other trumpet aria, 
"All' armi, o guerrieri" (LXXXVIII, 50), of the non-florid 
type. Th~ scoring is Vitaliano (tenor), trumpet, oboe I and II, 
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violin I and II, viola and continuo. The text is: 
To the arms, warriors, to the arms 
Bizanzio is waiting :for you. 
The trumpet part rather than being very :florid, has 
small motivic figures answering the voice. 
ex,S3 (/ulfSfo "At/ 1fA''"i, 0 tu*rrt~rl~' "f"'",."'f-rt~·'\ 
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The aria is only thirty-five measures long, and 
there are no long florid lines for the trumpet • 
. 
Turning now to the oratorios, Alexgnder's Feast is 
the first in which is found a non-florid type aria. The 
aria "Now strike the golden lyre" (XII, 91) is for tenor, 
trumpet I and II, oboe I and II, bassoon I and II, violin 
I and II, viola and continuo. The text is: 
Now strike the golden lyre again 
a louder yet, and yet a louder strain. 
Break his bands of sleep asunder 
and rouse him like a rattling peal of thunder. 
This aria comes near the end of act one. 
The opening is in b minor and the trumpet is not used. 
The voice has one measure phrases without accompaniment in 
the" style of a recitative. After the plirase ''Break his 
bonds of sleep asunder," the trumpet has the following figure. 
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This whole piece really functions as a recitative 
with orchestral interpolations leading to the next chorus 
using the text "Break his bonds of sleep asunder." 
The oratorio Belshazzar's Feast (1744) contains an 
aria, "D~struct1ve war thy limits know" (IX, 225). The 
aria is. scored for tenor voice, trumpet I and II in D, 
timpan1, · oboe I and II, violin I and II, viola and continuo. 
The text is: ~ 
' 
Destructive war thy limits know 
tyrant death, thy terrors end. 
To tyrants only I'm a foe, 
to virtue and her friends, a friend. 
The aria occurs in Act III~ Scene iii. 
Once again the trumpet is used more as a ritornello 
instrument than an obligato instrument. The trumpets are 
never heard with the voice. 
At first the trumpets are used only as declamatory 
chords over 16th note runs in the strings. However, they 
are used to reinforce the cadence several times. 
The final ritornello is also a little more florid 
and shows interchange between the two trumpets. 
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The oratorio Susanna (1745) also has a trumpet aria 
"Raise your voice to sounds of joy 11 (I, 191) for bass 
voice, trumpet in D, oboe I and II, violin I and II, viola 
and continuo. The text is: 
Raise your voice to sounds of joy. 
Pierce the listening skies. 
This aria is placed at the end of the final act. 
The trumpet part is doubled by one of the oboes 
almost throughout. The trumpet and oboe I do play in 
thirds for a short time. 
The oratorio Judas Mgccabeus (1746) contains an aria, 
"Sound an alarm n (XXII, 136), for Juda. (tenor voice), 
trumpets I, II, and III in D, timpani, oboe I and II, violin 
I and II, viola and continuo. The text is: 
Sound an alarm, your silver trumpets sound, 
and call the brave and only brave around. 
Judas has a short aria with continuo only, but in the 
second half, after his words "Sound a.n a arm," the trumpets 
are used as fanfare instruments. 
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The trumpet is never heard at the same time that 
the voice is singing, but only as a .fanfare and an answer 
to a cadential formula. 
The last of these non-florid trumpet arias appears 
in Act I of the oratorio A1exanger Balu§ (1714). The aria 
111~igh ty iove now calls to arm" (XXXIII , pp. 81-87 ) is 
scored for tenor voice, trumpet I and II in D, oboe I and 
II, violin I and II, viola and continuo. The text is: 
Mighty love nolr calls to arm 
hear he sounds the first alarm 
lead sweet Hymen, lead the way 
mighty love now calls to arm. 
,, 
This aria opens 'W1 th the trumpet call alone. 
-----
The oboes and violins have the majority of the florid 
passage work, however, the trumpets are seen entering 
imitatively after 11Hymen, lead the way.tt 
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The obvious alarm. is sounded after "hear he sounds 
the first alarm," however, the trumpet has it only twice 
out of the four times that it is used. 
E "· s9 ,4(('1(4,,(',. t5o..l"s , 11-f·r "? ~---" 
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Only one of Handel's cantatas uses trumpet, the 
cantata 01 come chiarre e belle (1708). The next-to-the-
last aria is "Alle voci, della bronzo guerr1ero" (L b, p .56) 
for soprano voice, trumpet in D, violin I and II, and 
continuo. The text is: 
To the voices of the bronze warrior 
let reply be made with festive echo, 
and let the mystery be made clear 
that from the laurels be born an olive. 
The form is ABA. 
The part is definitely of the non-florid type. There 
. is only 9ne measure in which the trumpet and voice are heard 
~ 
in thirds. .Also, the imitative technique is not used. The 
trumpet is limited to the low register and repeated notes 
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when the voice is singing. The opening ritornello has the 
only active part. 
J ,. \ 
The B section goes to b minor and the trumpet acts 
as a pedal, trilling on f#'' and e'' while the voice has 
a line in b minor. 
There are also six arias using horn as part of the 
instrumental ensemble. It is interesting to contrast 
these arias with the trumpet arias, since the two instru-
ments had, the same limitation to playing the harmonic series. 
Four of the arias are found in the operas and one in an 
oratorio. 
The earliest is in the oratorio Esther, "Jehovah 
crowned with glory bright" {XL, 72), composed in 1720. 
•' The scoring is for alto, oboe, como I and II in F, violin 
I and II, viola, continuo. The text seems much like a 
trumpet text: 
Jehovah crown'd with glory bright 
surrounded with eternal light 
whose ministers are flames of fire 
arise! and execute thine irel 
The aria is placed in the center of the oratorio. 
II 
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This is really in the recitative style with orchestral 
interpolations between vocal statements. The horns are 
. rf::=l limited to the following figure: 7 , •.• throughout. 
There is no floridity for the horn whatsoever, only these 
declamatory figures. 
Guilo Ceasare, an opera of 1723, has an extended 
aria, "Va taci to e nascosto, quand' a Vi do" (XIV, 40), for 
contr'alto, horn in F, violin I and II, viola, and continuo. 
The text is: 
He goes along silently and stealthily 
~hen he is avid for prey, the crafty hunter, 
And he who is ill-disposed in his heart 
does not want others to see his deceit. 
This aria occurs near the end of the first act. 
The 'horn part is very florid but uses only notes 
easily played on a natural horn. The horn and tutti have 
a nine measure introduction in which the horn states what 
becomes the vocal theme. The horn is doubled by violin 
in this introduction. The~$ are also short, motivic 
answers often seen 1n a trum~p~e~t~p~a~~r~t~·~-----------------
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There is also a short section of parallel thirds 
between the voice and the horn, often seen in the trumpet 
arias. 
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The opera Ad,meto of 1726 has a horn aria, "Se 
1' arco avessi e i strali" (XIX, 35), which except for 
the key could definitely be taken for a trumpet part. 
The scoring is for alto, horn I and II in F, oboe I and II, 
violin I and II, viola and continuo. The text is: 
If she had the bow and the arrows 
I would say that under human appearance, 
Diane came to shoot the hearts. 
The aria occurs at the end of the first act. 
There is a rather extended ritornello of 25 measures 
in which . the main theme is first stated by oboes and strings 
and in ~he fourth bar by the horn. 
~x.":L ti/Jm,+o ' 1 ~ 11a.YcD a.vusi e i ,tt ..-.1;" 
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This theme is also the opening vocal part. 
·' The part is marked piano at first entrance and forte 
when coming in after a vocal line ends. 
The voice and horn are heard in parallel thirds. 
The range is up to c'''. 
In 1732 Handel completed Orlando, an opera with a 
horn aria "Non fu'gia, men forte Alcide" (LXXII, 14). 
The instrumentation is contralto, horn I and II in F, oboe 
I and II, violin I and II, viola and continuo. The text is: 
No less quickly Alcide flees 
even though he had placed his arms 
in the bosom of Onfale. 
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This aria occurs in the first act. 
There is a ten measure introduction in which the 
horns, oboes and strings have an answer figure. 
E~. '3 Or-la.lt<ID "!f/t~n tu ',,..._ 1' o f'""',. 11 - n..6 
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Later the horns answer the voice with somewhat the same 
figure. 
All the notes could be played on a trumpet, but the 
part is not as characteristic of the trumpet as the preceding 
one. First of all, it is an andante movement, and in a 
rather pastoral ~· 
Ariap,pa, an opera of 1733, has an aria nQual Leon, 
che fare irato se sua prole" (LXXXIII, 58), for oontr'alto, 
horns I and II in F, oboe + and II, bassoons, violin I and 
II, viola and continuo. The text is: 
As a lion who strikes irate 
if his young are stolen by others 
so I full of scorn shall strike in battle. 
The aria occurs in. the center of Act II. 
There is a very florid introduction with a range 
from c ' 1 -c ' 1 ' • 
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Notice especially the imitation between the two horns. 
The horn part is marked pianissimo after the voice enters. 
The voice and horn are also heard in parallel thirds. 
This part is also playable on a trumpet except 
that it is in F and has all the characteristics of most 
trumpet·parts, such as sequences and florid patterns. 
The last of these horn arias, "Virtu che rende si 
forte uncore d 1 odio e d'a.moreu (XCI, 118), appears in the 
opera Faramondo of 1738. The scoring is for mezzo soprano, 
horn I and II in F, oboe I and II, violin I and II, viola 
and continuo. The text is: 
Virtue which makes a heart so strong 
knows how to triumph over hate and love. 
Love wins over the power of fate 
make suffering lead to pleasure. 
The aria is followed by a chorus with the same text, which 
closes the opera. 
There is a sixteen measure introduction in which horns 
first state the theme which becomes the opening theme of the 
vocal line. 
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This is completely doubled by oboes. 
The horn is marked piano when playing vnth the voice. 
The range . of the horn is from c''-c'''. All of this could 
be playe,d on a trumpet except for the key, and has all the 
trumpet characteristics. 
From. the study ~f these arias it is possible to 
synthesize the stylistic characteristics of Handel's trumpet 
arias. By means of the charts below it can be seen that: 
(l) Handel prefers the use of one trumpet, (2) the instru-
mentation preferred is continuo, strings and two oboes, and 
•' (3) the voices preferred are tenor and bass. 
NUMBER OF TRUMPETS USED IN ARIAS 
Trumpets Arias 
l. . • • • • • • • • • 20 
2. • • . . . . • • . • 10 
3. . • • • • • • 'I . . 1 
4. . • • . . . . • • • 1 
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INSTRUMENTATION 
Instruments Number of Arias 
Continuo • • • • • • • • • • . • • • 1 
Continuo and strings • • • • . • • • 4 
Continuo, strings and one oboe . • • • • 6 
Continuo, strings and two oboes • • • • 20 
Continuo, strings, two oboes and 
two bassoons • • • • 1 
VOICE USED 
Voice Number of Arias 
Soprano • . • • • • • • • . • • • 5 
Oontr'alto • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 
Alto . • . • • • . • • • • • • • 2 
Tenor • • • • • • • • • • • . • 11 
Oontr~alto, soprano and bass • • • • • • • 1 
Bass . • • • • • • • • . • • • • 10 
In the arias Handel uses exclusively the D trumpet; 
this is not true in the choruses, where he uses 0 trumpet 
occasionally. As was seen in the discussion of the horn 
arias, he uses F horn exclusively. 
There is also seen in these arias a frequent tendency 
to use the oboes as a partner with the trumpet, treating 
them with imitation and passages in parallel thirds. 
Examples of this can be seen in examples 18, 29, 35, 50 and 52. 
The imitation technique is used also quite extensively. 
Usually the trumpet states the main theme in the opening 
ritornello and is answered by the voice in its initial entrance. 
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However, imitation is used also between voioe and trumpet 
in the main part of the aria, not just the opening. Short, 
motivic type imitation is also used a great deal. Examples 
of these types of imitation are discussed in examples 24, 
26, 29, 32, 36, 41, 45, 46, 49, 50, and 53. 
Parallel sixths and thirds with the voice are 
frequently used techniques. Examples of this technique 
may be seen in examples 27, 29, and 41. 
Handel very seldom uses a note not in the trumpet's 
overtone series. Only two examples of notes not in the 
overtone series were found in all of Handel's trumpet arias. 
These were discussed in the body of the chapter. 
The texts in Handel's trumpet arias deal for the 
most part with a very dynamic emotion. These can be divided 
into two categories: first, the optimistic(joy, rejoice, 
glory), and secondly, the war-like trumpet (revenge, thunder, 
the doors of hell). Fitting in the first category is the 
obvious "Sound the trumpet." (Nine arias are built around 
this text.) 
Thus there are in Handel thirty-two arias following 
quite consistent patterns. He never pushes the trumpet 
beyond its comfortable limitations, and uses only the 
natural trumpet. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE TRUMPET ARIAS OF BACH 
The works of Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750) 
present a very different picture of the trumpet aria 
from those of Handel. Their distribution amongst the works 
is as follows: 
Cantatas 
Oratorios 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • 
36 
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According to the new Durr1 dates, all but one of the 
arias were composed after 1723 (Bach's first year in Leipzig). 
Only three were composed after 1726. Three are questionable 
as to date of composition; therefore, the majority of the 
arias lie between 1723 and 1726. This may possibly be 
accounted for by the fact that Bach's first trumpeter in 
Leipzig was Gottfried Reiche, a man whose name has lived 
through his compositions as well as for his spectacular 
trumpet playing. Anthony Baines, writing in Groyes 
Dictionary, says of Reiche: "His effects included a zug-
trompete and a waldhorn, and it is probable that to his 
1Alfred Durr, "Zur Chronologie der .ueipziger Vokalwerke 
J. S. Bachs," Bach Jahrbuch, (Berlin: Evangelische Verlaganstalt, 
1957) J 156-162. 
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feats as a trumpeter should be added the playing of Bach's 
Leipzig first horn parts."1 
The order of presentation in this study will be 
chronological. The volume and page numbers of the arias 
in this chapter all refer to the Bach-Gesellschaft ed1t1on.2 
Cantata 71, Gott 1st mein Konig (1708) contains the 
earliest of the trumpet arias, "Durch machtige kraft" 
(XVIII, 22) for alto voice, trumpet I, II, and III inC, 
timpani and organ. This cantata was written for the 
inauguration of the town council and has the distinction 
of being the only cantata published during Bach's lifetime, 
The text is: 
Thy power and might are always defining 
our sun of peace is shining. 
When murder, war and strife 
in other lands are rife, 
when crown and sceptre sway 
thou art our guide and stay 
with power and m1ght,3 
This is really an arioso rather than an aria. The 
trumpets play only between vocal statements. The patterns 
are rather fanfare-like but with a florid passage • 
. 
1 Anthony Baines, "Johann Gottfried Reiche," Groyes 
~dddb~ary of Music gnd Husicigns, ed. Eric Blom ( 9 vols.; flfth~dition; London: MacMillan and Co. Ltd, 1954), VII, 110. 
" 
- .. --
2Johann Sebastian Bach, Werke, ed. Bach-Gesellschaft 
(46 vols.; Ann Arbor, Michigan: J, W. Edwards, 1947). 
3Henry s. Drinker, T s s of Johann 
Sebastian Bach, in Translation 3 vols.; New York, New York: 
Printed privately and distributed by the Association of 
American College Arts Program, 1943). All texts in this 
chapter are from this translation. 
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No notes are used which are not easily played on the 
natural trumpet, and the patterns used are very much like 
those found in the works of Handel and his predecessors. 
Between 1708 and 1723, a time when Bach wrote 
relatively few cantatas of any type, there are none 
containing trumpet arias. 
' Cantata 46, Schauet doqh und sehet ob irgend ein 
Schmerz sei (1723), has an aria "Dein Wetter zog sich auf 
von Weiten" (X, 222) for bass voice, tromba o corno da 
tirarsi, violin I and II, viola and continuo. The text is: 
,, 
Thy storm of wrath was long in coming 
but now its flash and thunderroar, 
thy city soon will suffer sore 
if vices new in.creasing 
should stir God's wrath unceasing 
and thou to absolute annihilation be succumbing. 
The trumpet part is written in C, but the other 
parts are in Bb, therefore, the instrument intended must 
have been a Bb slide trumpet or horn. · 
This is the first of several a~ias by Bach which 
deviate from the characteristic figures used by Handel. 
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There are several points of interest in example 67: 
(1) the Bl:? in the second measure. The instrument must 
have been ·extended the equivalent of a half step in order 
to pl~ this note in the place of what would be a c'' in 
the natural harmonic series. (2) the rather violin1stic 
figure in measure six and eight of the example. (3) the 
b ~ in measure seven. This b 1f comes in a. relatively rapid 
moving passage. This is the first of two examples of the 
slide trumpet being used in any but a very slow moving 
passage outlining a chorale theme. 
Another curious use of the b~ 1 comes a little later in 
the aria at the measu~~s here shown in example 68. 
The slide mechanism would have to be moved very quickly, 
one half-step out, in order to play the b~', and back in 
one half-step for the d' '. The other alternative would be 
to extend the instrument a minor third making it a G trumpet. 
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Thus the entire triad would be possible. However, the 
instrument would have to be pushed back in again immediately 
as the phrase beginning after the second beat of the second 
measure would be too high for the G trumpet. 
A little later an F major triad is written (Eb concert). 
This too would mean extending the slide one half-step in 
the space of a beat and bringing it back in for the C. 
The trumpet part is consistently marked pigno when the 
voice enters and forte when the voice is out. 
It can only be speculated on the instrument intended 
for ~his aria. Was it really an alto trombone with the 
fl~ency of a modern slide trombone, or was it the trumpet-
like· instrument with an extending mouthpiece? The former 
would seem to more nearly fit the part; however, it is 
possible that a great deal of fluency was developed on the 
latter instrument. 
Cantata 70, Wachet, betet. seid bereit a1lezeit (1723) 
contains two recitatives and an aria using trumpet. The 
first recitative, "Erschrecket, ihr verstockten SunderJ" 
(XVI, 343), is for bass voice, trumpet inC, oboe, violin 
I and II, viola and continuo. The text is: 
0 tremble all ye hardened sinners! 
The day is near 
which all the wicked rightly fear. 
'Twill swiftly bring, with even justice 
to ev'ry evil doer 
perpetual damnation. 
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The trumpet is used as a word painting of the trembling 
of the sinners. This is accomplished by means of the pattern 
r H-:1 .~ ) between vocal statements. 
A recitative in the second part, nAch, sell nicht 
dieser grosser Tag 11 (XVI, 360), is for bass voice, trumpet 
in c, violin I and II, viola and continuo. The text is: 
Ah shall not thought of judgement day 
when mountains fall 
and blaring trumpets call 
suffice to point the way? 
In this recitative at measure four, the trumpet enters 
with the chorale tune "Es ist gewisslich an der Zeit, 11 in 
quarter notes and broken phrases (in the manner of a chorale 
fantasia). All notes are possible on the natural 0 trumpet. 
' The aria nseligster Erquickungstag" (XVI, 364) is 
for bass voice, trumpet in 0, violin I and II, viola and 
continuo. The text is: 
Hail thou day When I may dwell 
high abov~ with God in heaven, 
crash and crackle, roar and knell 
when creation meets destruction 
Jesus leads me far from sadness, 
there with Him where all is gladness. 
The trumpet along with the other instruments is 
used to depict the crash and craclcle mentioned in the text. 
The part is very simple, using fanfare figures and not 
going above d'' until the last measure. Then the trumpet 
. becomes a little more florid. · II 
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Cantata 75, Die E1enden sollen essen (1723), contains 
a very florid aria, "Mein Herze glaubt 11 (XVIII, 183), for 
bass voice, trumpet inC, violin I and II, viola and 
continuo. The text is: 
I~ heart is filled with love. 
My Jesus sweet affection 
relieves me from dejection, 
and gives the sure protection 
that comes from God above. 
The trumpet has an eight measure ritornello with the 
rest of the instruments. ' It is one of the most florid of 
all eighteenth century trumpet lines. 
The florid use of triplets seen in this example is an 
original figure with Bach and is n.ever seen in the Handel 
trumpet parts. 
The trumpet and voice never · play in parallel thirds 
or sixths. Their rhythms remain independent throughout. 
Example 70 shows how the trumpet and voice differ, 
one having the triplet pattern and the other, variants of 
the l?th note pattern. Later in the aria the two rhythms 
exchange parts. 
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The range is to c' ''. With all this floridity, 
the part uses only notes easily played on a natural C 
trumpet. 
Cantata 76, Die Himmel erz§hlen d1~ Ehre Gottes (1723), 
has an aria 11Fahr hin ab gottische Zuntt" (XVIII, 211.) for 
bass voice, trumpet in 0, violin I and II, viola and continuo. 
The text is: 
Out ye, idolatrous mobl 
Away, despite the world's condemnation, 
I render my adulation 
to Christ the light of the world • 
.. 
This aria is in ABA form. 
Once again we do not see the uninterrupted flow of 
sequences so common to Handel.. This is definitely an individual 
melody which one would think might have been conceived for 
any instrument, since it is not as obviously trumpet-like 
as most of Handel's arias. One feature of the melodic line 
which makes it unusual is its rhythmic aspect. 
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There are frequent sixteenth-note rests in the above 
example. As has been seen in most examples, the more 
characteristic trumpet line is an unceasing flow of 
sixteenths. 
In example 72 there is again the florid use of 
triplets against quadruplets in the voice part. 
£~r.7+. .btl! f{rwri"'"Pf~yz.;A/.11'#'1 "F.,./,,./.,·., .. ,..,.((3 -1.('5' 
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The B section of the aria is in e minor, and for 
the most part the trump~t plays e 1 in eighth or sixteenth 
notes. However, at the end of the section the trumpet plays 
an important part in the cadence. (See example 73.) 
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This leads back to a written-out A section with the 
opening ritornello at the end. 
Cantata 77, Du Sollst Got~. deinen Herrn, lieben (1723), 
contains an aria nAch es bleibt in meiner Liebe" (XVIII, 252) 
for alto voice, tromba da tirarsi and continuo. The text is: 
Lord, my love is all unworthy 
ever prone to fault and guilt, 
oftentimes I transgress direly 
thy commandments fail entirely 
to accomplish what thou wilt. 
The aria is in ABA form. -
. The complete instrumentation for this cantata is not 
given. The only indication in the entire cantata is for 
tromba da tirarsi on the opening chorus (playing the chorale 
theme ~n quarter notes), and tromba. (the period being an 
abbreviation for tromba da tirarsi) over an aria for alto 
and continuo. It is interesting to see that of all the 
instruments that Bach felt he must indicate, it was the 
tromba da tirarsi. The text for the aria does not convey 
the usual dynamic emotion found in trumpet arias and choruses. 
The style of this slide trumpet part is completely 
different from the style in any of the natural trumpet parts. 
First, it is a slow movement. Secondly, the slide trumpet 
part is quite chromatic, giving the feeling of pathos 
rather than dynamic emotion usually associated 1dth trumpet. 
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Example 75 shows the chromatic style more characteristic 
of the oboe than trumpet. 
Another consideration is that the slide trumpet 
plays this very chromatic style in almost every measure 
of the aria. Thus it is sounding with the voice through 
the entire aria. This,,is never seen in a natural trumpet 
aria, where the trumpet is always given a number of rests. 
Since Bach made a special indication for tromba da 
tirarsi, although omitting all other instrumental and vocal 
indications, there can be no doubt of what Bach's intention 
was. This aria seems to show that when writing for slide 
trumpet, Bach wrote in quite a different style than when 
writing for natural trumpet. Thus once again there is the 
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possibility that Bach's indication for tromba da tirarsi 
meant an alto trombone. 
Cantata 90, Es reifet euch ein Schrecklign Ende 
(1723), contains an extremely florid aria, "So loschet 
der vachende Richter" (XX, 207), for bass voice, trumpet 
in Bb, violin I and II, viola and continuo. The text is: 
In furious anger, the Lord will extinguish 
and blot out forever the light of his word. 
Ye sinners your wickedness, your depravation, 
has brought to the house of the Lord desecration 
and made of his temple a lair of thieves. 
The aria is in ABA form. 
The floridity of this aria would show once again 
that Each was quite impressed with the ability of his 
first ~rumpeter, upon his arrival in Leipzig. 
There is an opening instrumental ritornello with a 
very florid trumpet part. 1ihen the voice enters, the trumpet 
doubles for two beats and then has a florid part similar 
to the opening ritornello. 
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'\'Ti th all this floridness there is only one note 
used which is not in the natural overtone series, the g# 11 
in measure six of the above example. In the fast-moving 
position in which it is placed, it could easily be 11faked." 
The rapid 32nd note runs alternate with the violins. 
Notable is the long florid sequence ending on a b 11 trill. 
The rapid runs are a word painting of the anger of the Lord 
blotting out the light of his word. 
This aria is a good example of Bach's use of an 
instrument to its ultimate ' capacity. But even here he 
allows. the trumpet fourteen measures rest out of the fifty-
two measure piece. 
Cantata 119, Preise Jerusalem den Herrn (1723), has 
a recit,ative "So herrlich atehst du, liebe Stadt l" for 
bass ·voice, trumpet I, II, III and IV in C, timpani, 
flute I and II, oboe da caceia I and II, and continuo. 
The text is: 
How fair thoa art, beloved town, 
thou folk whom God has set apart 
to call his own. 
'Tis well, indeed 'tis well to ponder 
never ceasing 
and rightly take to heart, how richly 
all our blessings are increasing. 
The instrumentation is one not yet seen in a trumpet 
aria or recitative. The trumpets are used to open and 
close the recitative only. However, once again the trumpet 
I part 'is very florid. ~ 
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No notes are used which are not found in the range 
of the natural trumpet. 
Cantata 147, Herz und Mund. Tot und Leben (1723), 
has an aria ''Ich will von -Jesu Wunden singen" (XXX, 225) 
for bass voice, trumpet inC, violin I and II, viola and 
continuo. The text is: 
Of Jesus am I ever singing , 
my offering of praise am bringing, 
for he, because he loved us so, 
has filled our hearts to overflow 
with love from God Almighty springing. 
The aria opens with an instrumental ritornello in 
which the trumpet has the following florid line. 
When the voice enters in measure eleven, the trumpet 
plays a subordinate role remaining between c 1 -c 11 most of 
the time. However, the trumpet does ~lay an important role 
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in the main cadence points. The trumpet and voice are 
never heard in parallel tenths, or in imitation. 
Cantata 5, Wo Soll ich fliehen h1n (1724), has an 
aria nverstumme, Hollenheer" (I, 144) for bass voice, 
trumpet in Bb, oboe I and II (violin I) violin II, viola, 
and continuo. The text is: 
Be silent, hounds of Hell, 
you do not frighten me, nay, nay 
His name your host will scatter, 
and still your hellish chatter. 
The aria is in ABA (da capo) form. 
Example 19 shows parts of the opening ritornello 
vrhich is twelve measures long. This is one of the most 
florid of Bach's trumpet lines. The extended use of 
slurred triplets demands a highly skilled player. In 
measure five of the example, the articulation is very 
carefully marked, and ver.y seldom seen in trumpet parts. 
The articulation is also carefully marked in the seventh 
measure of the example. ,, 
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The trumpet plays when the voice enters. The voice 
first states its opening two measures, then the voice and 
trumpet are heard in close imitation. When the trumpet 
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reaches its g'', it is marked Piano in order to keep under 
the voice in volume. 1ihen the vocal part ends, the trumpet 
part is marked fort§ again. 
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In measure twenty-one the trumpet plays the opening 
three measures in the dominant. 
The B section is in g minor and the trumpet is left 
out. Ho1vever, this section also goes to d minor and the 
•' trumpet has the florid part seen in example 81. 
b In this aria the trumpet plays in B major, F major, 
and d minor. However there is never a note used which is 
not on the natural trumpet. 
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Cantata 130, Herr Gott. Dich loben alle wir (1724), 
has an aria "Der alta Drache brennt vor Neid" (XXVI, 253) 
for bass voice, trumpet I, II, and III in C, timpani and 
continuo. The text is: 
In Hell the serpent hot with hate 
forever plots our evil fate 
and hopes thy little band to sever. 
He would, with joy thy name defile 
beware ye his guile 
for he from craft is resting never. 
Once again the aria o_pens featuring the trumpets. 
Things of interest to note in the example are: (1) the one 
beat imitation between all three trumpets, (2) the indication 
for PifPO in the third measure and forte in the fourth creating 
an echo effect, (3) the extreme floridity of the trumpet I 
' part •. There are twenty measures in which all three trumpets 
are used as accompaniment to the voice. 
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Cantata 10, Meine Seele erhebt den Herren (1724), 
shows an example of an aria "Er denket der Barmherzigkeitu 
(I, 299) in which the trumpet plays only the chorale in 
long notes and broken phrases. The instrumentation is a 
duet for alto and tenor, trumpet doubling the oboe I and 
II on the chorale. The text is: 
The Lord hath holpen Israel 
He hath holpen him in remembrance of his 
mercy and grace. 
The chorale melody is written in the octave between 
c' and. c'' which would make it impossible to play ,on the 
natural trumpet. This occurs many times in trumpet parts 
for th~ final chorales of Bach's cantatas. The part would 
be pos~ible if played up an octave, however. This could 
have been taken for granted by the player and thus would not 
~ 
have presented a problem. The other alternative would be 
to play it on a tromba da tirarsi. 
Another 1724 cantata, 0 ~gkeit du dAnnerwort, 20, 
,, 
has an extremely florid trumpet aria, "Wachet auf 11 (II, 318), 
for which instrumentation is bass voice, trumpet in C, oboe 
I (violin I), oboe II (violin II), oboe III (viola), and 
continuo. The text is: 
Awake ye souls unnumbered! 
Bestir ye who 1n sin have slumbered your-
selves, 
and mend your lives, ye sinners alll 
Awake and heed the trumpet's calli . 
Arise in terror quit the pall 
and stand before the judge 
in heaven's judgment halll 
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The opening is in the fanfare style. The rapid 
rising of the line is obviously word painting for the 
opening words, "Wachet auf I 11 • Hovrever, he soon deviates 
from the fanfare and breaks into florid triplets. 
There is rhythmic play of six against eight between the 
trumpe~ and the oboe in measure five. Note also the 
extremely rapid triplet pickups on the last half of the 
first and third beats of the same measure. 
When the voice enters, the trumpet is marked ~Q, 
and when the voice is silent, the trumpet is marked forte. 
,, 
In example 84 there are several interesting features. 
First, there is the trumpet playing the opening theme in 
the key of the dominant. Secondly, there is the fact 
that on the first statement, the trumpet is marked fort~ 
while in the second statement it is marked Piano even though 
the voice is silent at that point. Thus the intent was an 
echo effect without using a different instrument. Notice 
a~so that in the forte statement the b~' is used. This is 
a note which, according to the theorists of the period, was 
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best played only as a rapid passing or auxiliary note. 
Here it is on the beat and approached and left by skip. 
It can only be assumed that a player with the highly 
developed technique that Bach's trumpeter of the Leipzig 
period must have possessed could fill in. these chromatic 
notes by means of "lipping" notes up or down. 
£1(.~'/ () Ew•"fl>fl'a"+JtJdo"lll'~~o'f", ''WtU~'ft:UJf" '"·17-.2D 
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In example 85 the need for a very skillful player 
is also ' seen. There is a large leap between the first 
and second notes of this example. The extreme high register 
is marked staccato. After this very delicate playing in 
the extreme high register, the trumpeter is asked to play 
to low g on the instrume~t. 
One can readily see that it would take an extremely 
skilled player to make this trumpet aria sound effective. 
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Cantata 12, Wein§p. Klagen, Sorgen. Sagen (1724), 
contains an aria "Sei getreuu (II, 76) for tenor voice, 
trumpet, and continuo. The text is: 
Be ye true , all your pain 
passes like rain. 
After shorTers 
come the flowers 
stormy weather clears again. 
The indication is simply for "tromba," however, as 
can be seen in the example below, the notes used are not 
possible on any one natural trumpet because of the a~• and 
the eb! 1 , However, the key signature is two flats and is 
also indicated in the tromba part,whereas natural trumpet 
parts are invariably written without a key signature. 
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The trumpet has the chorale tune in broken phrases. 
This line could be played on a slide trumpet or an alto 
trombone very easily. The text is not one usually asso-
ciated with trumpet, as was the case with other arias not 
playable on a natural trumpet. 
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Cantata 59, War mich liebert. dar wird main Wort 
halten (1724), contains one of the less florid trumpet 
arias, "1-Ter mich lie bet" (XII, 153). The instrumentation 
is for soprano and bass voices, trumpet I and II in C, 
timpani, violin I and II, viola and continuo. The text is: 
He who loves me keepeth my commandments 
and my father too will love him and we 
both will come unto him and make our 
dwelling with him. 
The trumpet part is almost exclusively short, 
motivic patterns. This aria is not particularly florid. 
It stays within easy limits of the natural instrument. 
With Cantata 172, Ersch8llt. ihr Lieder, there is 
again a very florid use of the trumpet. This aria "Heiligste 
' Drei-einigkeitu (XXXV, 54) is the last of the 1724 works. 
The instrumentation is for bass voice, trumpet I, II, and 
III in C, timpani and continuo. The text is: 
Come thou holy Three-in-One, 
Mighty God~ God in grace excelling, 
Father, Holy Spirit, Son, 
w1 th us make thy dwelling ; 
come thou in our hearts abiding, 
tho' we offer meagre fare, 
come thou, by thy grace providing 
hope and love and mercy there. 
The three trumpets begin the aria with a four-
measure ritornello showing a very florid trumpet I part. 
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Surprisingly enough, the three trumpets are used 
together with the voice quite frequently. The trumpets are 
not marked pigno, nor are they limited to their lower, softer 
register while the voice is singing . Beginning in measure 
thirteen of the aria, all three trumpets are playing in 
their upper register while the voice alone has a line in 
his middle register. Thi s is evidence that the trumpets of 
Baoh 1 s time did not sound as loud and piercing in their 
upper register as we are accustomed to hearing them in the 
present day. 
--
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Trumpet I has a notably florid part at the end of this 
example. .AJ.so shown is the imitation between the two 
trumpets in the first measure of the example. 
Cantata 103, Ihr werdet weinen und heulen, is the 
first of the 1725 cantatas. This cantata has an aria "Er 
holet euchn (XXIII, 89) for tenor voice, trumpet in D, 
violin I and II, viola and continuo. The text is: 
Be comforted, ye troubled splrits, 
withhold your sighs and calm your fears 
nor let the sorrow you have suffered 
dissolve you now in futile tears. 
Our Lord will come again to save us, 
0 rapture, joy beyond all prize, 
This wondrous covenant He gave us, 
my heart is His, my sacrifice. 
This aria presents another problematic situation 
' 
since it has some of the characteristics of a trumpet 
aria, but it uses several notes not in the overtone 
series of the trumpet. The opening is very trumpet-like 
but in the third and fourth measures, the f~'' is not on 
the instrument. The fact that this impossible note occurs 
on a stressed beat and is held for two-and-one-half beats 
makes it even more impossible on a natural trumpet. This 
same pattern occurs three times in the aria. 
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When the voice comes in after the above ritornello, 
the trumpet is subordinated to playing mainly a' in rhythmic 
Fl {) patterns such as 7 • • · 7 • 
A little later in the aria, another situation arises 
which presents problems on a natural trumpet. The d#' 
and c#' (notes not on the natural D trumpet) are definitely 
stressed notes, not merely passing or auxiliary tones. The 
pattern itself is very uncharacteristic of the trumpet. 
T~e trumpet and voice are heard in parallel tenths 
in measure thirty-nine and forty, and the trumpet line is 
more characteristic. 
In three respects,then, this aria is uncharacteristic 
of the trumpet. First, the text is not the usual dynamic 
.. 
emotion which Bach chooses for his trumpet arias; this 
places this aria into the category of the arias already 
discussed which also present impossible notes on the 
natural trumpet. (See cantatas 46, 77, and 12.) Second, 
several notes are used which are not on the natural D 
trumpet, and are placed in stressed positions. Finally, 
the rhythmic pattern in measures two and three of example 
90 is used only this one time by Bach a trumpet part. 
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These points would lead to the possibility that 
the instrument really intended was the tromba da tirarsi. 
Thus this cantata would fit into the category of cantatas 
77 and 46. 
Cantata 110, Unser Mund sei ypll Lachens (1725), 
contains an aria "Wachet auf" (XXIII, 318) for bass voice, 
trumpet in D, violin I and II, viola and continuo. The 
text is: 
Arise! away ldth care and sadness, 
and sing a song- of joy and gladness, 
with happy heart and joyous voice; 
and strike the strings with strong emotion 
Yea, play to sound his praise in deep devotion, 
whereby the heart and soul rejoice. 
The form of the aria is ABA. This text is dynamic and 
' one that can be termed characteristic of a trumpet aria. 
The trumpet part contains no notes not easily playable on 
the natural trumpet. The opening ritornello is word painting 
of the opening of the text, "Arise!". 
This example shows also the running sixteenth notes, 
wb.ich by this time have become "typical" of the vast 
majority of trumpet parts. When the voice enters, it has 
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the same motive which the trumpet first states. In 
measures sixteen, seventeen, and eighteen the trumpet and 
voice have an exchange of parts and play in parallel 
tenths for a short time. 
The trumpet is silent during the B section of the 
aria which is quite modulatory. After the return of the 
A section, the opening instrumental ritornello is heard 
to close the aria. 
Cantata 127, Herr Jesu Christ, wahr'r Mensah und 
Gott, has a recitative "Wenn einstens die Posaunen schallen" 
(XXVI, .153) and aria for bass voice, trumpet in O, violin 
I and. II, viola and continuo. The text is: 
When we shall hear the last trumpet calling 
~d when the whole wide world and heaven 
overturning in fragments are falling 
heed then, 0 Lord, my love and yearning. 
This part shovrs no florid! ty whatsoever and is mainly 
fanfare-like in keeping with the text. After the first 
phrase of the text, for example, there is the following 
fanfare: 
f. K, 'f ,_ Nt~ )~SIJ {'/.ri"S f "Uia./.r-',. _,,,.qo, 11Wt1tr~ UlrS'fi"IIS""' '":1. - l 
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Much of the time the tutti along with the tutti instruments 
l -~f2 F-!B=H P ay 7 ..... ., or 7 , · .... ·.. between vocal phrases in 
the manner of a recitative. 
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Cantata 128, Aut Chr1st1 himmel fahrt allein (1725), 
has an aria nAuf, auf mit hellam Schall" (XXVI, 175) for 
bass voice, trumpet in D, violin I and II, viola and 
continuo. The text is: 
Ring out with clarion call 
proclaim abroad to all 
that Jesus Christ is risen. 
How can my faith be shaken? 
Tho he from me be taken, 
one will I awaken. where my redeemer lives. 
The form is AB with a recitative at the end which leads 
back to the instrumental ritornello. This aria has a 
very florid trumpet part and the text is one which would 
be expected in a trumpet aria. The aria opens with a very 
florid sixteen measure instrumental ritornello featuring 
' the trumpet on characteristic sequences in running sixteenth 
notes. All notes are easily possible on a natural trumpet. 
Beginning at measure nineteen the trumpet has this same 
florid line, this time with the voice. 
Ex. q 3 Av{ c/,-sf,' /,(,.,,.,,lfo..l.vf /f/1~1"11 11;/trf m.-1· ;,,.;K>~rt S<"ltA.I/, m. ,., -:J.3 
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This example shows the imitation of the first three 
notes between voice and trumpet. The trumpet and voice 
never play in parallel tenths as they undoubtedly would do 
in Handel. 
The B section goes to b minor and A major. The 
trumpet is subordinated to patterns in the low register 
such as .fT-! .f't .., or 7 f! .f'> 7 • 
Cantata 137, ~e ~en Herrn· den machtiien Konig 
der Ehren (1725), has an aria uLobe den Herrn" (XXVIII, 193) 
for tenor voice, trumpet, and continuo. The text is: 
Praise ye the Lord 
who hath so manifestly blessed us, 
who from his heaven with showers of love 
hath refreshed us; 
ponder thus how mighty God abideth us, 
think how his love has possessed us. 
The aria is in the style of a choral fantasia, but 
with the no rid parts 1n the tenor and continuo only. 
The trumpet plays the chorale tune, "Lobe den Herrn," in 
quarter notes and broken ·phrases. Portions of the chorale 
are shown in example 94. 
The only problem arises in the use of the b7 1 and 
a' in measure three of the example. As was discussed in 
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the first chapter, these notes could be played forcibly 
in quick passages, but here they are slow, stressed notes. 
Once again the possibility of a tromba da tirarsi could 
be considered. 
Cantata 175, Er rufet sejnen Sghaffen mit Namen (1725), 
has an aria uofnet euch, ihr beiden Ohren'' (XXXV, 173) for 
bass voice, trumpet I and II in D, and continuo. The 
text is: 
Let your hearts and ears be open wide 
and hear you, Jesu' promise then Will cheer you, 
death and devil are laid low, 
grace and gladness will attend you, 
He will love and well defend you, 
ye who share His cross and woe. 
The entire aria, sixty-eight measures in length, is 
' in ABA form. The trumpet plays in the A section both 
times but is omitted in the B section. 
The aria begins with an instrumental ritornello of 
eight measures in which the two trumpets are heard in 
thirds in measure two. ~he trumpet I part is very florid, 
while trumpet II outlines triads as counterpoint to it. 
When the voice enters in measure nine, it has the 
same melodic line that trumpet I had in the opening. At 
this point the trumpets are marked piano, but maintain 
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a florid part. The trumpets and the voice are never 
heard in parallel tenths. Neither do they have exchange 
of parts. 
There are no notes used which are not easily 
played on a natural trumpet. 
A secular cantata, ~zy,;hr1eJ;;t,..e_:g,£.e§te.ll.:t..~-~JJJL 
(1725), has a recitative, "Ja, ja, die Stunden sind 
nummeh-ro nah'" (XI, 164) for bass voice, trumpet I, II, 
and III in D, timpani, horn I and II in D, transverse 
flute I and II, oboe I and II, violin I and II, viola 
and continuo. The text, in part, is: 
Attend, my loyal subjects tried and true, 
· with brown. October comes the hour when you 
are roused from summer chains 
,to blow your fill o'er hills and plains 
in all your wan ton po-vrer. 
The trumpet is used only in tutti sections and in 
typical recitative patterns such as 7 .\ .l .1 .\ or 
quarter-note punctuations. 
This cantata also has an aria "Zurucke, zurii.cke, 
geflugelten Winde" (XI, 196) for bass voice, trumpet I, 
II, and III in D, horn I and II in D, and continuo. 
The text is: 
Return ye, ye boistrous winds 
go back to your cave 
no longer novr rove 
but blow ye softly, mild and gentle. 
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This aria opens with a thirty-one measure instrumental 
ritornello in which the trumpets and horns are featured in 
alternating florid passages. 
Et.'l(,--;;;1" Z.v.fr-;t'df'-;;q;;it/11~ Af'(Jivs, ,, z,,:;'c·lrt:, ,,1/v,t!'fi"H ~JrAtlf! ,, "f,. .. ,....,,_ .,..6 
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. W'hen the voice enters in measure thirty-t1-vo, all 
instruments are omitte~ except continuo, for five measures. 
However t with each ne1·1 vocal phrase, more instruments are 
heard with the voice, until at measure 149, all instru-
ments are playing over the vocal line. 
Example 97 shows the horn and trumpet in imitation. 
EX· '17 .be.- z,+ ... ·nln•1nl,.11fe A•olv~ .. 'Z ""vrkc I ,,rl"'1tlff'H Uh?tt/e• 
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The oratorio Kommt, eilet ~nd la~ (1725) has a 
duet and chorus ''Kommt, eilet und laufetn (XXI, iii, 17) 
for tenor and bass voices, trumpet I, II, and III in D, 
timpani, oboe I and II, violin I and II, viola, bassoon 
and continuo, The text is: 
Come, hasten and show us, in eager devotion 
the way to the cavern where Jesus has lain. 
Laughter and gladness have banished our sadness 
for our dear Savior, our Savior lives again. 
In the duet section the trumpets are used only as ritornello 
instruments playing between vocal phrases. There is some 
imitation between trumpet I and II at measure eight to 
sixteen, but they rest the majority of the time. In the 
chorus section, the trumpets are used in only four measures. 
The year 1726 also yields several trumpet arias. 
Cantata 15, Denn du jrirst _meinek~.aeele ;aj cht i;a del: HOlle 
a~, has two trumpet arias. The first, "Entsetzet euch 
nichtn (II, 143),1s for tenor voice, clarino I and II, 
principale in C, timpanir violin I and II, viola and 
continuo. The text is: 
Affrightened be not ye 
seek for Jesus of Nazareth which was crucified, 
so He is risen, He is not here. 
The aria is in ABA form. 
In thi s aria, the term clarino is used instead of 
tromba. The principale refers to the third trumpet who 
played mainly in the lovrer register of the instrument. 
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The part is certainly no more florid than the parts 
marked tromba. There is a five-measure instrumental 
ritornello in which the three trumpets are featured, 
but the part is not at all florid in contrast to some 
of the trumpet lines that have been cited thus far. 
1ihen the voice enters in measure six, it imitates 
the first measure-and-a-half of the clarino I part. In 
measures nine through eleven the voice and clarino I 
move in parallel tenths. 
The B section goes to - a minor and the clarini are 
omitted. 
·The question arises as to why Bach chose the term 
clarind instead of trumpet for this particular cantata. 
He uses ,the term consistently throughout this cantata, not 
just for the arias. The technique for handling the clarini 
seems to be the same as his technique for handling tromba 
parts. 
In this same cantata is another trumpet aria "Wo 
•' 
blei bet dein Rasent' (II, 150) for alto solo, tenor solo, 
and bass solo, clarino I and II, principale in C, timpani 
and continuo. The trumpet is used only when the bass 
voice sings. The text of the parts not using trumpets 
deals with the "raging mongrel of Hell." The text of the 
bass, with which the trumpet is used, is: 
Your champion stands here bedizened and fair, 
haste, haste lest the serpent esaspe to his lair. 
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And later: 
The lion of Juda is marching before, 
no fortress can check him, not even Hell 1 s door. 
Thus, the clarini are used to express the triumphant note. 
The clarini parts are florid and usually play in phrases 
of four or five measures at a time. Their phrases are 
often an imitation of the previous bass voice entry, such 
as is shown in example 98. 
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Th~s is a florid aria typical of the period, and 
in a style found often i~, the Handel arias. 
Cantata 19, Es erhub~n ein Strei~ (1726), has 
an aria "Bleibt ihr Engel" (II, 279) for tenor voice, 
trumpet, violin I and II, viola and continuo. The text is: 
Bide ye Angels, bide ~~th me. 
Guide ye me my fears allaying. 
Keep my feet from ever straying. 
Teach me reverent to be, 
Holy, Holy, Holy singing, 
to the highe s t thankful praises ever bringing. 
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This aria is another example of the trumpet used 
to play the chorale tune in quarter notes and broken 
phrases as in a chorale fantasia. 
The movement is adagio and has a rather pastoral 
lilt not usually associated with trumpet. At measure 
three, two notes not on the natural trumpet are used, 
b 1 and c#''. The possibility of the use of the slide 
trumpet could seriously be considered since the notes 
move quite slowly giving the player time to adjust the 
rather cumbersome slide mechanism. Also the fact that 
the tromba part has a key signature (one sharp) points 
to the use of an instrument other than. the natural trumpet, 
since natural trumpet parts are usually written in c. 
The last consideration is that the text is one not usually 
associated vri th the natural trumpet. 
Cantata 43, Gott fQhret auf mit Jauchen (1726), 
---- --·---
has an aria "Er 1st der ganz allein" (X, 115) for bass 
voice, trumpet inC, and continuo. The text is: 
'Tis He and He alone the vdne-press here hath treaded 
with sorrow, pain and -wvoe 
the lost ones to deliver and pay the debt they ovre. 
So crown him Lord of all 
in God's great judgment hall. 
The aria begins with trumpet alone, minus even the 
continuo. Several points of interest can be seen in 
example 99 which shows the opening ritornello and the 
f~rst two measures of the vocal part. ~he wide skips in 
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measures two and three are very seldom seen in trumpet 
writing. They are an effective word painting of the 
treading of the 1dne-press. The voice when singing of 
the treading of the wine press has this same figure. 
This is one of the most angular trumpet lines seen in all 
of Bach or Handel. vihen the voice enters, the trumpet 
is marked pi~o (see measure seven of the example). 
The voice does not imitate the trumpet's ritornello in 
its first entrance as would probably have been the case 
er tsf s 
Beginning in measure seventeen the trumpet line is 
again very angular. This section is made up mainly of 
sequences. Toward the end o:f the following example, 
more word painting in the form of downward chromatics 
over the words "sorrow, pain" and "~roe,tt is seen in the 
voice part. 
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With all this angularity and word painting, Bach 
only once uses a note not on the natural 0 trumpet. That 
is a b~'. However, it is placed as an auxiliary note 
belo-v;r c' ' and is in a rapid moving rhythmic pattern, 
thus it is entirely feasible. 
Cantata 145, So du mit deingm. Munde b~ken~ Jesum 
(thought by DUrr to be from 1729), has an aria "Merke 
mein Herze, bestandig nur diestt (XXX, 110) for bass 
voice, trumpet in D, transverse flute, oboe d'amore I and 
II, violin I and II, viola and continuo. The text is: 
Mark ye and hark ye, 
forget ye not this 
'tho all else should be forgot, 
Jesus lives, forget this not. 
The aria is in ABA form. 
There is an extended instrumental ritornello of 
t"tttenty-fi ve measures. The trumpet and flute are used 
as duet partners in two ways: the trumpet holds a pedal 
while the flute plays a fi guration unde.r it in measures 
forty-nine through fifty-seven, and in measure fifty-eight, 
the trumpet and flute play in parallel thirds. 
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The trumpet is omitted from the B section which 
modulates to b minor and f# minor. The trumpet and voice 
are never heard in parallel tenths, nor in imitation. 
Cantata 51, ~~9tt in_~llen L.~~' contains 
two trumpet arias. The first, "Jauchzet Gott in allen 
Landen" (XII, ii, 3), is for soprano voice, trumpet in C, 
violin I and II, viola and continuo. The text is: 
Praise God throughout creation 
on earth and heaven, far and near 
His omnipotence revere 
all proclaim his might exalted 
likewise we must all give heed 
to his worship well apply us, 
thank him that in time of need, 
He is standing by us. 
•' 
The aria is in ABA form. 
This is probably the best known of all the trumpet 
arias, and is the only solo cantata with trumpet of Bach. 
This opening aria of the cantata begins with an instru-
mental ritornello in which the trumpet and violin state 
the principal motive. In measures two through four of 
example 102, the trumpet has a rather violinistic style 
as the melody j~~ps back to the ' g • 
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1ihenever the voice enters, the trumpet is marked 
piano. The trumpet and voice are seen in parallel thirds. 
Ex.IOj .JQ.vchzeti::itll'l Allttt I..A1'1Jif'l"','1)o.uct.•f a.tt'' ,.11-:tl 
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In example 104 the voice and trumpet are seen in 
interchanging rhythmic patterns and in parallel thirds • 
....-----...., 
• • 
• 
The B section is in a minor. Bach omits the trumpet 
for five measures a.n.d then brings it in on a dominant ( of 
a minor) pedal and cadences in a minor. 
• 
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After fifteen measures of voice and strings alone, 
the trumpet leads back to a da capo. 
The second movement of this cantata is for soprano 
and continuo alone. The third movement is a setting of 
the chorale "Sei Lob und Preis mit Ehren." This leads 
immediately into the alleluia to which the trumpet is 
added. · 
T~e voice opens this movement 1dth the trumpet 
entering in imitation five measures later, a fifth higher. 
(The example shows only the trumpet entry.) 
In this section the trumpet has the running sixteenth-
note patterns in sequences so familiar in trumpet parts. 
In this example is also seen a use of the b~' in a rapid 
moving passage (see measure five, first note). 
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There follows a fugal working out of the theme in 
the strings, ended by an entry of the theme shown in 
example 106, in the tonic. This is imitated by the voice 
five measures later, dorm a fifth. 
In these two arias is seen a very happy combination 
of voice and trumpet. The trumpet part is substantial, 
but does not demand any very unusual technique. 
Another secular cantata, 214, ~~~1hr P~ukenl 
ErschaU~Trompetten (1733), has a trumpet aria "Preis 
gekronter Damen 11 (XXXIV, 222 -) which Bach used again the 
next year in the Christmas Oratorio. Through the latter 
~rrork it has become one of the more well-lcnown of the arias 
using trumpet. The instrumentation called for is: bass 
voice, ~rumpet in D, violin I and II, viola and continuo. 
The text is: 
Queen of queens and peerless peeress, listen thou! 
attend and hear us, hear our praise from coast to coast. 
All that virtue values most, from thy forbears 
thou inherit, all the honors heroes merit. 
The aria opens with a fourteen measure instrumental 
ritornello in which the trumpet is featured. 
£:1(,/07 Tont!f ;/,, Ptwla'l? "Prus ft!f.,o,r,i'eY bttmt>n" aft'r,'"'~"~1- ,.,,;o 
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The theme is based on syncopation. When the voice enters, 
the two go in opposite directions. The voice and trumpet 
never move in parallel thirds or sixths, however, there is 
some imitation on a small scale. 
This aria uses only notes possible on a natural trum-
pet. The range is rather wide extending from g-c'''. The 
trill in measure eighteen of the above example presents 
somewhat of a problem in that the note trilled to would not 
be an a' but a bb', since that is the next overtone. Other 
than this one spot, the aria lies very well for trumpet. 
When Bach uses this same aria the next year in the 
Christmas Oratorio, he chooses the following text: 
Mighty Lord of all creation, dearest Savior, 
Q how little carest thou fo,r earthly fame I 
Thou whom all men would acclaim 
Thou in majesty the highest 
in a lowly manger liest. 
The music, itself, is exactly the same. 
A secular cantata, Praise dein Glucke. gesegnete~ 
Sachs~ also of 1734, uses the trumpet in a recitative 
"Lass doch, o theurer Landes vater" (XXXIV, 299), The 
instrumentation is for soprano, tenor and bass, trumpet I, 
II, and III in D, flauto transverse I, II, oboe I and II, 
violin I and II, viola and continuo. The text, in part, is: 
Permit, beloved Father of our land, 
our choir of muses here at hand 
true hearted, simple and sincere 
in this auspicious year 
in which the people of Sarmatia have 
elected you their chosen king, 
in homage, reverent to sing. 
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The trumpets are used in typical recitative patterns 
~ '~ t \ such as ? · ·. • . , • • .. • between vocal statements. 
There are several cantatas of which the dates have 
not been officially established. The first of these under 
discussion is the cantata Siehe. es hat Uberwunden der LOwe • 
.. 
The aria"Gott sturzet den Hochmuth" (XLI, 214) is for bass 
voice, trumpet I and II in D, violin I and II, viola and 
continuo. The text is: 
God overthrows the haughtiness 
of the furious lion. 
Therefore shout and praise God victorious! 
We can now with joyful hearts laugh 
because he who makes it unhappy for us 
himself is lying in the pool of Hell. 
There are ninety-five measures in the entire aria 
and the trumpet rests for sixty-five of them. \ihat little 
there is to the trumpet part is not at all florid, mainly 
'1 fl. ~ ~ ..\ \ ~ ~ ~ or f' 7 J> 7 .0 7 patterns, mainly 
between vocal statements. They are all notes easily played 
on the natural trumpet. 
The horn arias in Bach present somewhat the same 
picture in relation to the trumpet arias as they do in 
Handel. In most cases they are very similar to the trumpet 
arias except in key. One of the earliest of these arias 
comes in Cantata 162, Ach. ich seh~. jetzt ca ich zu..: 
Hochheit gehe (1723). The instrumentation for the opening 
aria of the same name (XXX, 31) is bass voice, corno da 
tirarsi, violin I and II, viola, bassoon and continuo. 
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The como da tirarsi is discussed on page seven of this 
thesis. The text is: 
Saints and sinners to the banquet all are bidden. 
Ah yea! and sinners, good and evil, high and lowly, 
small and great, blessing, cursing love and hate. 
Souls exalted, spirits blighted, all invited. 
Jesus, help, that I be steadfast, help. 
Bach uses the entire chromatic scale from c'-c 11 
in this aria. vfuen with the voice, the horn has mainly 
accompaniment patterns, such as, , ~ 5 But 
between vocal statements there is a rather florid part. 
-
E. K. ~~~ A~j,, ,·ci se~~ jt'z.fz.{' tla.. ,·ci z..,, /,,.ciJe,l ?rie, '',4t'~ ui ,t-l.e ",.,. H - 'I ;a. 
C•"*'• d-.. Ttro.r.sl 4 :1111m -)-' ~ ' , , u P&'l 1, n nn m n1 fJ PP n o t ' 1 
, r ..._ ..... ;../ .,J ._• '--' '-f "#" ~ ~ 
A good deal of fluency is needed to play this passage 
in the low register of the instrument. If this part were 
written up an octave, it would be possible on a natural 
horn or trumpet, but in this register it would require a 
great deal of manipulation of whatever kind of slide 
mechanism was used. 
Cantata 105, Herr. gehe nicht ins Gericht (1723), 
contains an aria "Kann ich nur Jesum mir zum Freude machen" 
(XXIII, 138) for tenor and strings. Above the violin I 
line the indication for "corno in unisono '' is written. 
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The text is: 
If but thou, Jesus, be my dear companion, I value 
mammon naught indeed. I find me no contentment 
here in futile mortal joys, an.d worldly attractions. 
Since the aria is in Bb major, the most logical horn 
to use in one in Bb. There are only two notes used which 
do not lie on the natural horn, g ' and a9•. 
-- --- -----
G. x, 10 'I ~~~Y'j t~lr~ ,.,,·c/ds lit 5 Gt~rrc It f' "1(-.,.,., ,·et; ,.,.,,.. Juv..., "' Ofe"' "'i - ""·' 
tlo,..,., , . ., sl(fJ-) ..!. _,.. e ~e k H J 1.1 tR I Cr Lr G n l HJi ti tc I (J r U a IF d C&i F& I I 
Cantata 89, Was soll ich §...lJ.Jl. dir machen Ephr~im. (1723), 
opens wi_th the aria ''Was soll ich aus dir machen Ephraimu 
(XX, 181) which is for bass voice, oboe I and II, horn, 
violin I and II, viola and continuo. The text is: 
How shall I now renounce thee Ephraim? 
Can I forsake thee Israel? How shall I make 
thee Adama to destroy thee? Or like to Zeboim 
oppress thee? Truly my heart is moved within 
me, in me my sympathy is enkindled. 
The horn part is written in concert pitch (Bb), but 
as can be seen from example 110, it is difficult to 
ascertain for what instrument it was intended. 
E.x. 110 We., SoU let, «A'S til,. m-.d,.,., Epltr&i,.,
1 
"{A/4' So// ,.r4" t>ft>"'ln1- m. 6 
r/ont 
~ r b ~ gp J t p I ~J J ~"-"I @ ~ G l c ~ G J r ol € • G r '61 ~ 'g (' t I 
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There is no one natural horn on which this part could be 
played. The possibility of a como da tirarsi could be 
considered. 
Cantata 40, ~~st erschienen d~r. Sohn_~~ (1723), 
has a horn aria ''Christenlcinder, fruet euchn (VII, 388) for 
tenor voice, horn I and II in F, oboe I and II, and continuo. 
The text is: 
Christian brothers, joyful be, 
rages Hell though mightily 
Satan's roaring need not fright you 
Jesus will deliver you; 
all your enemies subdue 
a.nd with him in Heaven unite you. 
~xcept for the fact that it is in F, the horn part 
looks very much like a trumpet part. 
This example shows the florid line of running 
sixteenths using sequences. The range goes up to a 
written c''', also normal for trumpet. No notes are used 
which are not possible on the natural horn. 
Cantata 83, E.~1!Ute Zei:t. im .... Ji.eu,:q, .ItY.!!.cl.e. (1724), also 
presents no unusual problems. The aria under discussion 
uses alto voice, oboe I and II, horn I and II in F, violin 
solo, violin I and II, viola and continuo. 
The text is: 
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0 joyful day of our salvation, 
by faith in Jesus are we blest. 
W'e gladly wait our liberation 
when in the grave at last we rest. 
In this aria the horns and oboes are used as ensemble 
partners. 
The two horns play in thirds most of the time. When the 
voice enters, all the instruments remain playing but are 
•' 
marked Piano. There is an echo effect between the oboes 
and horns in the above example. 
Bach uses only one note not on the natural horn, 
a written c#'' (sounding f#' ). 
In cantata 88, Siehe, ich will yiel Fischer aussenden, 
the opening aria "Sehe ich will viel Fischer aussenden" 
(XX, 155) has the instrumentation, bass voice, violin I and 
II, viola and continuo in the first section. The text for 
this section is: 
See, I will send fishers of men. 
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The second half of the text is: 
And thereafter send for many a hunter 
and then they will hunt from every mountain .• 
With this obvious reference to the hunter, Bach adds two 
horns in D. The horns play almo$t all the time, even 
when the voice is singing. The part features a syncopated 
rhythm. Bach uses no notes not easily played on the natural 
D horn. 
Cantata 16, Her~Gott _ dich lob~~ wir (1726) has a 
horn aria uLasst uns jauchzen" (II, 181). The instrumenta-
tion is for bass voice, corno di caccia in O, oboe I 
(violin. I), oboe II (violin II), viola and continuo. The 
text is also one often associated with trumpet: 
Come with shouting, glad rejoicing 
God's good will to you 
cometh every morning anew. 
Blessings shower from his hand, joy to us at his command 
ever will accrue. 
The horn is used only as a ritornello instrument. The 
part looks very much like a trumpet part, having fanfare-like 
characteristics. 
£ ){ ,113 tlt>I'Y Go7t b•l'l. t., /u,. Wlt"1 ''t.. .. uf vns .J~I.,." " ~. 7-' 
/{D'I1 ,·,.(! ,-.. ..-, ~ ~ :1 ? ., '' U j i I lfu r1cfr .I£JJ I 11 s I ·9 c w it ti:fr-1 J 
• 
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The B Minor Mass (1733) has an aria for bass voice, 
corno da caocia in D, bassoon I and II, and continuo. 
The text is the "Quoniam tu solus sanctus." The range 
is from d 1 to d'''. Only notes are used which are possible 
on the horn except a b 1 in a neighbor-note position. 
Example 114 shows the resemblance to a trumpet aria. 
The horn is never heard in parallel tenths with the voice. 
There is some mot1v1c imitation, however. 
A ,secular cantata, 208, Was mir behagt,has an aria 
"Jagen 1st die Lust der Gotter" (XXIX, 3). The instrumenta-
tion is for horn I and II in F, soprano voice, and continuo. 
The text is: 
Hunting, joy.,to princes offers, 
makes the gods and heroes gay. 
Get ye hence, ye scurvy scoffers 
get ye from Diana's way. 
There is a six bar instrumental ritornello in which 
there is a very florid horn part. Bach uses only notes 
easily found on the natural horn. The horn is used constantly 
with the voice, playing a very florid part with it. However, 
the voice and horn are never used in parallel thirds or sixths. 
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Cantata 14, war' Gott nicht mit uns diese Zeit 
(1735), has an aria uunsre Starke heisst zu schwach" 
(II, 116). The instrumentation for the aria is soprano 
voice, corno da caccia in Bb, violin I and II, viola and 
continuo. The text is: 
Our own might is far too weak 
from our foes itself to fend us. 
Stood not he, in majesty 
there to foil their tyranny 
soon to atoms they would rend us. 
In example 115 there is a long florid line such as 
is often found in trumpet arias. 
Bach also takes the horn to the subdominant an.d the dominant 
introducing Bb and f# respectively. The range is up to d 111 • 
The horn is used as an. echo effect w1 th 1 tself, playing a 
theme first forte, then Piano. 
Cantata 143, Lobe den Harrn m~ne Seale (date unknown), 
has an aria "Der Herr ist Konig" (XXX, 59). The instru-
mentation for the aria is como da caccia I, II, and III 
in Bb, timpani, bassoon, bass voice and continuo. The text 
is: "The Lord is reigning evermore, thy God, Zion everywhere." 
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Example 116 shows a good example of exact imitation with 
the three horns. 
Ex.;//, ~obe tie,., /"It',;;: -~,.,e St"t"/t! '' Oe.- /l"tr, rs-f" 1{.,·;,? ""'·'- t; 
IIDrl'l t: ,·n oJ ~ 
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Also note in this example the fanfare-like pattern in 
measures four and five. 
I 
+ 
The horns are never used with the voice except over 
a long held note. The range is from c'-c'''. Only notes 
are used which appear on the natural horn. 
The cantata,Gott d~errUlle euch, has an 
aria "Glaub und Hoffnung ,.. Trost und Starke 11 (XLI , 223), 
for alto voice, horn I and II in D, violin I and II, 
viola and continuo. The text is: 
Faith and hope, comfort and strength 
are the work of the Holy Ghost. 
Freedom and joy, light and love, 
spring from his impulse. 
All good that -vre have, the Holy Ghost 
has given. 
I 
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The very florid parts are left for when the voice 
is not singing. In example 117, one can observe the 
similarity to the trumpet lines. 
£ 11., 11 7 a, tl d~'l!' /lo.f:.f "'"'' t>r"/iillt f'I.IC~. II G ltw/, VIJt/ No {f,u,., , "'. :z '- 2 7 
f!,,, ,.,. .b 
~4, if(6't i @u t' rfirrc (H''rq\t 
Viewing the Bach trumpet arias as a whole, it is 
evident that Bach prefers the use of one trumpet in his 
trumpet. arias. This is almost an identical ratio with 
Handel's trumpet arias. 
:mJMBER OF TRU~1PETS USED IN ARIAS 
' Number of 
Trumpets 
1 . . . . . . 
2 . 
3 • 
4 . 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
Arias 
• • • • • 25 
• • • 6 
. . . 
. . . 
6 
1 
To complete the orchestration Bach prefers to use continuo 
and strings in his trumpet arias. This is in contrast to 
Handel who prefers to use two oboes, strings and continuo. 
II 
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IlifSTRUMEtiT.ATIOIJ OTHER THAN TRUMPET USED IN .ARIAS 
Instruments Used Arias 
Continuo • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 9 
Continuo and strings . • • • • . • • • • 19 
. . • . 1 Continuo, strings and 1 oboe . 
Continuo, strings and 2 oboes 
Continuo, strings, 2 oboes and 
. . . . . • • • 4 
2 flutes • • • . • • . • • . . . . . . . • 1 
Continuo, strings, flutes, and 
2 oboe d'amore ••.•••• 
Continuo, strings 2 horns, 2 oboes • 
and 2 flutes 
• • • • • 2 
. • . . . 1 
Continuo and 2 horns • •.. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Bass voice is preferred by Bach in his trumpet arias. This 
too is· like Handel who prefers tenor or bass almost equally 
. 
in his trumpet arias. 
VOICES USED IN ARIAS 
Voices Used Arias 
Soprano • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 2 
.AJ. to . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . • • 2 
Tenor • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 5 
Bass • • • • • • . . . . . . 
Alto, tenor and bass . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
24 
. 1 
. 1 
. 1 
Tenor and bass 
Alto and tenor 
Soprano and bass . . . . . . . . . 1 
Soprano, tenor and bass • . . . . . . . . • 1 
Bach prefers the use of 0 trumpet in his arias, although 
he does use the D trumpet and the Bb trumpet. This is 
unlike Handel who uses the D trumpet ext1usive1y. 
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KEY OF TRUMPETS USED IN ARIAS 
Trumpet Used 
C trumpet • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . D trumpet • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Bb trumpet . • • • • • • • • • • • 
Tromba o corno da tirarsi • • • 
Questionable • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Arias 
18 
11 
• 2 
• 2 
• 5 
Stylistically, Bach differs from the patterns used 
by both his predecessors and by his contemporary, Handel. 
Both Bach and Handel frequently begin the aria with an 
instrumental ritornello. However in Handel, the first 
vocal entry is many times a strict imitation of the trumpet 
part in this ritornello, whereas in Bach, the voice usually 
imitates only the first two or three notes of the trumpet 
part. In Bach the two parts, voice and trumpet, remain 
quite independent. Likewise, the use of parallel thirds 
or sixths with the voice or an oboe is seen much less often 
in Bach than Handel. 
A figure typical of~Bach 1 s trumpet parts is the 
rapid sixteen.th-note triplet in sequences. This is never 
seen in Handel. See examples 69,70,72,79,81, and 83. 
The use of word painting is used more graphically 
in Bach than Handel. See example 99. 
Bach is more daring in his use of trumpet in more 
than one key within an aria. For instance, he takes the 
trumpet, into the dominant key where it states melodic 
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passages in the dominant key. The most outstanding 
examples of this can. be seen. in examples 83 and 84. He 
is also more flexible in the relative minor. Here the 
best example is in Cantata 51 (example 105). 
Bach uses less frequently the long uninterrupted 
flow of sixteenth note sequences used in Handel. His 
trumpet lines are more daring, using varied rhythmic 
patterns, and much wider and more varied leaps in the 
trumpet part. See for instance examples 71, 72, 76, 83, 
84, 85, 99, and 100. 
Bach, unlike Handel, uses the trumpet to play the 
choral~ above a voice obligato in several arias. See 
Cantatas 10, 19, and 78. 
Anpther point notable in Bach's trumpet arias is 
his use of dynamics in the trumpet part. Ve ry often he 
indicates Piano for the trumpet when the voice enters, and 
i.Q~ when the trumpet is playing 1d thou -t the voice. 
Bach uses the term ''clarino 11 occasionally in arias , 
~-but in. the overwhelming majority of arias, the instrument 
i s indicated as "tromba." There seems to be no difference 
in style from tromba to clarino, nor are the clarino parts 
necessarily in a higher register than those indicated for 
tromba. 
This brings up the question of the arias which indicate 
tromba o corno da tirarsi. Bach makes this indication in 
only two arias. These occur in cantatae 46 and 77. ( See 
examples 67, 68, 74, 75.) There is never more than a half-step 
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deviation from the natural overtone series, thus making them 
practical on. the trumpet with a sliding mouthpiece discussed 
in Chapter I. 
Three cantatas present problems. In Cantata 103 the 
indication simply is for tromba but has notes not playable 
on a natural trumpet (see examples 89 and 90). The part 
is practical on a slide trumpet since the deviations from 
the natural overtone series are only a half step. 
In Cantata 19 Bach once again indicates simply tromba 
but uses notes not possible -on the natural trumpet. Again, 
the deviating notes are within a half key of natural overtones. 
~ne can only assume that Bach had in mind the tromba 
da tirarsi, but did not feel the need to indicate it 
specific~lly since his trumpeter would know at a glance 
that he must use his slide trumpet in order to play all 
the notes. 
Another indication which is not specific occurs in 
the chorus "Alles nun" (V, 133) in the cantata 
"" tarbt Gemiithe. There is an indication for clarino with 
the f'ollovting part: 
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It is obvious that the part is not playable on the clarino 
trumpet. Once again Bach must have had in mind his clarino 
player rather than a specific instrument. Again all 
deviating notes are ldthin a half key of deviating harmonics. 
In the same cantata the clarino is asked to play the 
following part in the chorus 110 Gott du from.mer Gott." 
Note the low f, a, and c. Obviously it is not possible 
on a nat~ral trumpet · which is the common conception of 
clarino. Once again. Bach must have expected that his 
clarino player would know what instrument he must use 
upon seeing the part. It is notable that this part is 
possible on a slide trumpet. 
•' 
There are many instances of the indication for tromba 
on a part that was not playable on a natural trumpet in 
the choruses and chorales of Bach's cantatas. Thus we 
can only assume that Bach's indication was for a player, 
rather than for a specific instrument. 
The texts in the trumpet arias are usually of a very 
dynamic emotion, of praise, joy, exultant thanksgiving, or 
the wrath of God, the hounds of Hell, o the day of judgment. 
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Of course there are exceptions to this. Usually the excep-
tions come in the arias which use slide trumpet rather than 
the natural trumpet. See for instance Cantatas 77, 10, 12, 
103, and 19. Apparently, for Bach, the slide trumpet 
represented a special sort of emotional character different 
from that of the natural trumpet. 
All told, there are in this study seventy arias 
using trumpet as an obligato instrument, or at least as 
part of the instrumental ensemble. They vary in style 
from the very primitive lines seen in some of the earlier 
predecessors of Bach and Handel, to the very florid and 
deman~ing arias in Bach and Handel. 
The arias of Handel tend to follow very much the 
same pattern from aria to aria. Imitation is used exten-
sively· between voice and trumpet, as are parallel thirds 
and sixths between voice and trumpet. The key is invariably 
D major. The one exception (in a minor, example 48 and 49) 
calls for trumpet in D. The trumpet line is in most cases 
long chains of sixteenth-note sequences, always remaining 
within the limitations of the natural trumpet. Although 
in spite of these well-defined limits, the Handel trumpet 
arias present an extremely interesting body of literature 
to the accomplished trumpeter. 
The trumpet arias of Bach fill out this body of 
literature with arias which do not follow the patterns and 
limitations adhered to by Handel. Bach uses imitation and 
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parallels between voice and trumpet much more sparingly. 
Bach uses long sixteenth-note sequences less often than 
Handel. His lines tend to be more angular and more 
varied rhythmically than those of Handel. 
Between the two composers there are over seventy 
interesting and challenging arias which, if more 
frequently played, would lend interest to the trumpet 
and voice repertoire. 
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